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“ Make yourself comfortable,”
    said the window treatments
    as they closed themselves 
    on a sunny day.

PowerView™ Motorization
from Hunter Douglas. 

A remarkable system that automatically moves your 

shades throughout the day so you don’t have to. Just program 

your daily personalized settings with your smartphone or tablet. 

You can even activate a pre-programmed setting with a touch of our 

brilliantly designed Pebble™ Scene Controller, available in seven

perfect pops of color. How smart—intelligent shades that simplify

your life. To see PowerView™ in motion, visit HunterDouglas.com



See more stories  #CCBeforeAfter

Experience the before and after
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FADE PROOF  /  EASY CARE  /  BLEACH CLEANABLE 

L E G E N D A R Y  P E R F O R M A N C E  F A B R I C S ™    S U N B R E L L A . C O M



CRLAINE.COM
info@crlaine.com

Upholstery Handcrafted in North Carolina
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MY KITCHEN DOES
THE SHOWING
MY COOKING DOES THE TELLING



FIND MORE INSPIRATION AT THERMADOR.COM/60-RANGE



MY GRAND FINALE
IS JUST THE BEGINNING

*PROMOTION VALID ONLY ON SELECT THERMADOR MODELS. TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR THE FREE APPLIANCES OFFERED IN THIS PROMOTION, 

ALL OTHER APPLIANCES MUST BE PURCHASED AT THEIR REGULAR PRICE, IN ONE ORDER, AND AT THE SAME TIME. PRODUCTS MUST BE 

PURCHASED AND DELIVERED DURING THE PROMOTION PERIOD OF APRIL 1, 2016 THROUGH DECEMBER 31, 2016. NO SUBSTITUTIONS WILL 

BE ALLOWED. PLEASE SEE SALES ASSOCIATE FOR COMPLETE DETAILS.

©2016 BSH HOME APPLIANCES CORPORATION. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 16TH021-04-129971-11

THE ULTIMATE GIFT WITH PURCHASE

Design the ultimate culinary space while saving up to $8,346 with our exclusive ONE-TWO-FREE® program. 

Purchase any eligible cooking package and select your free dishwasher option. Add refrigeration and choose 

your special gift with purchase.*

TO FIND A DEALER NEAR YOU AND RECEIVE A QUOTE, VISIT THERMADOR.COM/ONETWOFREE



EXPERIENCE A WORLD OF CULINARY POSSIBILITIES AT THERMADOR.COM/ONETWOFREE



Editor
F ROM  T H E

@meredith.com

Great Wine, Film & Design
Our 5th Annual Napa Valley Showhouse 

debuts November 9 to coincide with the Napa 
Valley Film Festival. For details and tickets: 
TraditionalHome.com/NapaShowhouse

Get Festive for Fall
If you love designer Michelle Workman’s 

entertaining ideas (page 49), get more tips for 
setting your own stunning autumnal table. 

TraditionalHome.com/Fall

#DesignerTakeover
Tag along September 22–24 as Vern Yip  

(@vernyipdesigns) takes over our Instagram  
during his book-signing tour. 

Instagram.com/TraditionalHome

wish you could step 

inside your favorite designer’s home? 

What art decorates their walls? What col-

lections and books line their shelves?  

Who has Le Corbusier chairs in their living 

room, and who has a rope swing dangling 

from their rafters? 

Well, wishes do come true. Come along 

as we take you into rooms that designers 

created for very special clients—their own families. 

In the case of Atlanta-based interior designer Vern 

Yip, family means husband Craig Koch, two young kids, 

and “500 pounds of dog.” Friends told Vern that once he 

had children, it would be “good-bye, beautiful home.” 

But Vern said no way. “I was raised with lots of really 

beautiful things within my grasp and, believe me, I 

broke plenty,” he says. “But it was important to my mom 

that I understand what I could touch and what could be 

just visually appreciated. We decided to take that ap-

proach with our kids, and they’ve been great.” Fine art, 

antiques, and artifacts collected from around the world 

are part of a family-friendly home that’s filled with per-

sonal stories—including the one about Vern, a pair of Le 

Corbusier-style chairs, and a whole lot of ramen noo-

dles. Read about it in “Pretty Practical,” page 87.

Children—in this case, four rumble-tumble boys—

also played into the design of glassmaker Simon and Pia 

Pearce’s home in the rolling hills of Vermont. Simon was 

born in London and started a highly suc-

cessful glass business in Ireland before 

moving to America. “We were looking for a 

beautiful place where we could raise a fami-

ly,” he says. They found it in a barn-turned-

home set in the bucolic countryside along 

the Ottauquechee River. It’s decorated with 

country antiques, handcrafted furniture, 

and, of course, artisan glass and pottery. It’s 

beautiful, yes, but also “unquestionably informal,” Pia 

says. After all, this is where four boys grew up, where 

grandkids now play, where a knotted rope swing still 

hangs from the rafters near an upstairs loft. Swing by 

and read all about it in “Simply Brilliant,” page 96.

While you’re visiting top stylemakers, stop by  

Michelle Workman’s place for a party. The Los Angeles-

born designer and her husband ditched the big city to let 

their two young sons live the country life in Tennessee. 

But she didn’t leave all the glitz behind. See how she fash-

ions a luxe table certain to please both new neighbors and 

her Tinseltown clientele in “Southern Soiree,” page 49.

Finally, cap things off with “Revival on Randolph 

Street,” page 112, a tour of the 2015 Napa Valley Design-

er Showhouse. Featuring more than 20 top designers—

including the Madcap Cottage gents, Lisa Mende, Ker-

rie Kelly, Courtney Lake, Erinn Valencich, and 

Catherine and Justine Macfee—it’s a celebration of cre-

ativity, truly a designer-lover’s wish come true. 

EVER
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www.caesarstoneus.com

Lifetime Warranty

To view the complete 2016 New Collection,  
please contact your local representative.

Domestic Art
2016 New Collection - Nobel Grey
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Alabama Birmingham Bromberg’s 205.871.3276 Table Matters 
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Revival on  
Randolph Street

More than 20 talented designers 
transform three historic  

properties in Napa, California.

Minority Leader
A Southern California designer and 
mother also flexes her muscle as a 
homebuilder—and she’s constructed 
a beauty for her own family of six.

Simply Brilliant
Glassmaker Simon Pearce and his 

wife, Pia, make a home for their 
family in a reconstructed barn tucked 
in the rolling hills of rural Vermont.

Pretty Practical
Designer Vern Yip travels the  

planet, but his favorite place is 
home, where memories of special 
places and people surround him.
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CUSTOM CRAFTSMANSHIP FOR MORE THAN 100 YEARS 

Featuring The Hable For Hickory Chair
®
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On the cover: 

Home designed by Vern Yip; 
photograph by Emily Jenkins Followill. 

See page 89.

Curated
27 WHITE GLOVE

It’s time to vote: Red or blue—which color do you 
love best among our winning furnishing fi nds?  

34 SPOTLIGHT

Fall takes a sophisticated turn in new 
collections from acclaimed designers.

40 COLOR WHEEL

Rooted in nature’s palette, warm shades of 
brown are experiencing a revival in popularity.

42 CLASSIC UPDATE

Fresh interpretations of the classic folding screen 
bring beauty and function to today’s rooms.

48 INSPIRATIONS

Crackle fi nishes lend intriguing dimension 
and texture to home accessories.

Gatherings
51 AROUND THE TABLE

Designer Michelle Workman throws an 
autumnal dinner party with warm Southern 

hospitality and sophisticated West Coast style.

56 KITCHENS

Designer Blair Harris comes up with a creative 
solution to get more light into the kitchen of her 

Manhattan apartment: Move the kitchen.

Currents
63 BODY & SOUL

An exclusive New Zealand resort provides 
respite in the most unspoiled of settings.

68 ARTISAN

Artist Victoria Findlay Wolfe drives 
quilt design in an exciting new direction.

74 ART SEEN

See great art and antiques with the click 
of a mouse or by attending a show.

80 COLLECTING

A Savannah collector focuses on 
once-ignored African-American artists.

Essentials
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24 TRADITIONALHOME.COM

What’s new on our website

137 READER’S RESOURCE

144 I AM TRADITIONAL

Rachel Roy: designer, philanthropist, 
entrepreneur, and member of the Council 

of Fashion Designers of America
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UTTERMOST
Above:  Mac Cooper - CEO,  

Roscoe Cooper - Royalty.

Mirrors • Art • Lighting • Accessories • Clocks • Alternative Wall Décor • Accent Furniture • Rugs
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To see our products and where to buy, 
visit UTTERMOST.COM

Right At Home
In Any Space And Any Lifestyle



COUNTRY FRENCH

Take a peek inside Country French, 
one of our sister publications,  
now with its own channel on our 
website. To tour homes that have 
been featured and explore this 
issue, go to traditionalhome.com/

CountryFrench

traditionalhome.com
S TAY  C O N N E C T E D  W I T H  U S  O N L I N E  A S  W E  W E L C O M E  F A L L  A N D  S H A R E  W E B  E X C L U S I V E S   BY JULIANNE HILMES

POWER SHOWERS

Exquisite materials, luxurious 
features, and spacious floor plans 
provide at-home pampering in 
these spa-like spaces. Get inspired 
when you click through our 
collection of five-star showers at 
traditionalhome.com/showers

FOCAL-POINT TUBS

Gorgeous focal-point tubs make  
a statement in the bathroom while 
turning bathing into a sumptuous 
experience. We’ve rounded up 
some of our favorites that you’ll 
definitely want to see. Visit 
traditionalhome.com/bathtubs

MASTER CLASS: DECORATING AND DESIGN
This month, we’re showcasing the beautiful homes of interior designers, but you don’t 
have to be a designer to implement some of their best decorating ideas—just tune in  
to our Master Class: Decorating and Design. For 15 weeks, outstanding designers will  
share their best tips on decorating and design, all delivered straight to you through our 
weekly e-newsletter. Each week will bring a new designer with a unique collection of 
ideas. Plus, you’ll get our regular roundup of online features. You don’t want to miss out!   
To sign up for our free e-mail newsletter, visit traditionalhome.com/newsletter

#MYTRADHOME
We asked and you shared!  

We love seeing how and where  

our readers are enjoying the 

magazine, and we want  

you to keep those snapshots 

coming. Taking us to a park or 

along on a road trip this fall? 

Show us the spot! To share, post 

a photo on Instagram with the 

hashtag #MyTradHome and 

you just might see your picture 

featured in an upcoming issue! 

Instagram.com/TraditionalHome

FOLLOW US:

on facebook 

facebook.com/tradhome

on twitter 
@traditionalhome

on instagram  
@traditionalhome

on pinterest 
pinterest.com/traditionalhome

on snapchat  
@traditionalhome
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 introducing >

A NEW LAYER  
OF LUXURY

        Our bril l iant 

col lect ion of 

draperies & 

hardware.

O U R  M O D E R N  E V O L U T I O N 

F A L L  2 0 1 6  C O L L E C T I O N

800.789.5401 MGBWHOME.COM



Undesirable odors

never felt so small

PERFUME YOUR HOME AND ELIMINATE UNWANTED ODORS.

50 FRAGRANCES. 100 DESIGNS. ONE UNIQUE SYSTEM SINCE 1898.

www.lampeberger.us



P EOP L E ,  P L A C E S  &  T H I N G S  YOU  S HOU L D  K NOW  A BOU T

Curated

Mitchell Gold +Bob Williams “Odette” chair upholstered in blue velvet with silver nailheads and casters. 
CR Laine “Calhoun” wing chair in “Sheer Genius Maraschino” fabric with contrasting black nickel nailhead trim 

and sable-color frame. Wendover Art Group “Smoldering” abstract artwork in white frame with fl oating mat.

Primary Colors
The decision is fi nal. Red or blue, both 
candidates come with “state-ly” style.

BY KRISSA ROSSBUND   PHOTOGRAPHY BY PETER KRUMHARDT  

WHITE GLOVE
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curated WHITE GLOVE

Schumacher “Celeste 

Vine” printed grass-

cloth wallcovering 

grounds a display of 

porcelain and bone 

china plates from the 

following collections: 

1. Lenox “Embassy” with 

a solid-red band and 

etched-gold border; 

2. Wedgwood Opulent 

“Anthemion Ruby” with 

delicate neoclassical 

design elements; 

3. Richard Ginori “Babele” 

with hand-drawn fl owers 

on a white ground;

4. Vista Alegre “Timeless” 

with a worn-gate motif.

THERE IS COMFORT

WITH THESE COLORS

BECAUSE THEY ARE

AMERICA’S. BLUE IS THE

CLASSIC. RED IS ENERGY.

—designer Timothy Corrigan

1 

2

2

2

2

3

4

3

1 
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Lee Jofa “Feather Fan” wallpaper in midnight. Century Thomas O’Brien “Brookhaven” chaise with brass  
nailheads and mahogany base. Bungalow 5 “Cobalt Perch” silk chinoiserie panels with silver wood frames.  

Chelsea House “Bristol” side table with blue-and-white bone inlay. William Yeoward Crystal “Victoria” crystal vase.



curated WHITE GLOVE

Phillip Jeffries “Tapestries” silver on navy manila hemp wallcovering. Bungalow 5 “Isadora” lacquered  
grass-cloth side table. Chelsea House “Peru” white-and-blue bone inlay box. Made Goods “Daphne” hammered- 

metal chair and “Cooper” faux-shagreen box. Mottahedah “Blue Canton” porcelain bough vase.

Lee Jofa “Willow 
Fern” botanical 
wallpaper.  
Worlds Away 

“Elena” two- 
drawer side table 
in red lacquer with 
gold-leaf base. 
Circa Lighting 

“Eloise” lamp.  
Jonathan Charles 

“Emperor Red” 
wine table with 
lacquer and 
gold-leaf finishes. 
Wildwood “Sesse” 
hand-shaved  
glass vase. 
Chaddock David 
Easton “Veritas” 
painted bunching 
side table.  
Lee Industries 
Hammered-metal 
chair in blue velvet.

1. Richard Ginori “Babele Blue” porcelain with hand-
drawn flowers. 2. Royal Crown Derby “Blue Aves” toile 
bone china. 3. Vista Alegre Detailed “Transatlantica” 

featuring nautical references. 4. Lenox “Independence” 
with royal blue-and-gold solid border.

1 

1 

2

3 

3 

3 

4

4

3 
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ART FOR THE WALLS
Dis t inc t a l l c ings

Featuring  
Candice Olson Wallcoverings

yorkwall.com



THEY ARE SPORTY, AND

A VERSATILE COMPLEMENT

TO OTHER COLORS. 

—designer Barclay Butera

Maya Romanoff  “Weathered Metals” hand-painted wallpaper. Hancock & Moore “Rio” cocktail table with bronze 
base fi nish and red lacquer top. Mr. Brown Backgammon set with cobalt blue leather case. Daum Sculptural 

“Red Tulip” crystal vase. Baker Michael S Smith “Plymouth” side chair in red leather. 
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Eldorado.
The Foundation for Memorable Spaces.
Experience the limitless design opportunities only Eldorado Stone makes possible with over 

150 highly authentic architectural stone and brick veneers in addition to handcraft ed fi replace 

surrounds, artisan fi re bowls and outdoor living products. Visit us online today. 

eldoradostone.com



curated SPOTLIGHT

BARRY DIXON
Interior designer Barry Dixon is 
once again collaborating with 
Peyton Avrett, a lighting, furniture, 
and accessories artisan blacksmith 
based in Charleston, South Carolina. 
The new Revolutions collection 
includes a series of light fi xtures, plus 
a bench and cabinet. “Revolutions 
personifi es a dynamic tension 
between opposites, revealing that 
we’re always evolving, always seeing 
something in a new way,” Dixon 
says. The “Nebulus Pendant” is an 
example of the refi ned shapes and 
feeling of motion that are hallmarks 
of the off erings. “My concepts are a 
reality because of Peyton’s artistry,” 
Dixon says. “He turns inspiration into 
beautiful sculpture.” (avrett.com)

NINA CAMPBELL
Autumn brings an enticing new collection of luxurious fabrics and wallpapers 

created exclusively for Osborne & Little by Nina Campbell. Included in the 

off ering is Campbell’s classic “Meredith” damask, refreshed in soft, contem-

porary hues such as stone, charcoal, and ivory. “We fi rst introduced Meredith 

in the early ’90s,” Campbell says, “and she’s now reborn in fresh new colors 

that also include pretty sage green, a fashionable indigo blue, and, my favorite, 

coral. She will look lovely adorning a sofa or chair.” (osborneandlittle.com)

Autumn Beauty
Fall takes a graceful, sophisticated turn with 
new collections from acclaimed designers 

WRITTEN BY SALLY FINDER WEEPIE

PRODUCED BY TORI MELLOTT
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curated SPOTLIGHT

LA MANUFACTURE 
COGOLIN
A new series of eight hand-knotted rugs 

from La Manufacture Cogolin calls on the 

historic designs of French artist, fashion 

illustrator, and designer Christian Bérard, 

known for his work from the 1920s through 

the ’40s. “Jouvence” is part of the new Idylle 

collection. (taipingcarpets.com)

FISHER WEISMAN
Luxurious materials and dramatic style 

combine in a new collection of furniture, 

lighting, and accessories by San Francisco 

designers Andrew Fisher and Jeff ry Weisman. 

Putting a fresh spin on enduring forms, 

the collection includes the “Gilded Cage” 

chandelier, handcrafted in steel and 

papier-mâché. (fi sherweisman.com) 

LUKE EDWARD HALL
London interior designer and artist Luke 

Edward Hall has unveiled a new collection 

of fabrics and home accessories, including 

plates and cushions that feature designs 

based on Hall’s original illustrations. Soft 

cotton-linen fabrics printed in England cover 

the “Elio” and “Ludo” cushions, as well as 

others in the off ering. (lukeedwardhall.com) 

AKDO
Like a shimmery cousin of fi ne 

woven fabrics, the Textile Glass 

tile collection from AKDO brings 

rich texture to a room. The glass 

mosaics feature small, delicate 

sticks of clear and frosted glass, 

shaped so light can pour in and 

bounce back, refl ecting the 

changing luminosity of day. 

Patterns include Twill, a small 

herringbone; Loom, a stacked 

iteration; and Ikat, a larger 

herringbone. Available color-

ways are Gold Silk, Silver Silk, 

Arctic White, Icelandic Blue, 

Dove Gray, and Lunar Gray. 

(akdo.com)

ROCHE BOBOIS 
Inspired by haute couture and l’art de vivre, fashion house Maison Christian 

Lacroix has designed a collection of 20 furniture pieces for Roche Bobois. 

The luxe pieces, part of the Nouveaux Classiques collection, include dining 

chairs dressed in chic stripes that evoke high style. “Fashion and design are 

united,” says Roche Bobois CEO Gilles Bonan. (roche-bobois.com)
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True luxury doesn’t follow convention. 

In the Litze™ Bath Collection by Brizo, artful details 

like finely crafted knurling texture and a stunning 

Luxe Gold™ finish co-exist with stripped-down 

modern minimalism—for an elevated take 

on style that’s anything but expected.

Available exclusively in showrooms.   brizo.com 



curated SPOTLIGHT

WAYNE PATE
The happy, whimsical paintings of New York artist and illus-

trator Wayne Pate have sparked a collection of fabric and wall-

paper designs in collaboration with Studio Four NYC. Both 

playful and sophisticated, the 12 wallpapers and 12 printed lin-

en fabrics are based on Pate’s exuberant depictions of fl owers 

and fruits. (studiofournyc.com)

The Finer Things: 
Timeless Furniture, 
Textiles, and Details 
by Christiane Lemieux 
“I fundamentally 
believe we are about 
to enter a ‘better-is-
more period’ in the 
way we consume 
everything,” designer 
Christiane Lemieux 
says. “This led me 
to an obsession with 
quality—I went on 
a long journey into 
the decorative arts 
to understand how 
things are made in 
the best possible 
way.” She shares 
her insights in this 
book, an encyclopedia 
of everything from 
wall treatments 
to metalwork.
(Clarkson Potter, $60)

The Perfect Bath
by Barbara Sallick 
When it comes to 
creating your dream 
bathroom, planning 
makes perfect. 
So Barbara Sallick, 
co-founder and 
senior vice president 
of design at 
Waterworks, has put 
together this volume 
full of practical advice. 
She shares beautiful 
photographs of 
favorite baths, 
interviews with 
top designers, and 
important how-to 
info for homeowners 
seeking to shape their 
own chic, luxurious 
retreats. (Rizzoli 
New York, $55)

ANTHROPOLOGIE
With the introduction of the Odelina 

collection for Anthropologie, London 

artist Cornelia O’Donovan brings her 

creativity to furniture and home decor. 

Pieces include an upholstered chair, 

a carved bed, curtains, a lampshade, 

throw pillows, and a rug—all inspired 

by medieval tapestries rich with imagery 

indigenous to the British Isles and its 

folklore. Many feature a dark, moody 

color palette. (anthropologie.com)

TIMOTHY CORRIGAN
In keeping with his philosophy that beauty 

need not be sacrifi ced for practicality, 

designer Timothy Corrigan’s new fi ve- 

piece, gold-accented Jardin Français china 

collection for Royal Limoges is microwave- 

and dishwasher-safe. “Too often, people 

only use fi ne china for special occasions,” 

Corrigan says. “I think every meal should 

feel special.” (timothy-corrigan.com)

“Zoebel” 
in Berry

“Poppies” 
in Noir

“Exotic Fruit” in Cobalt
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curated COLOR WHEEL

Benjamin Moore

“Davenport Tan”

Sherwin-Williams

“Falcon Taupe”

Lee Industries Slipcovered dining bench
“C7750-56C” in riva teak. Maison Gerard “Lucy” brown emperador 

marble and patinated bronze mirror by Achille Salvagni.

 1 “Canvas Stripe” wallcovering in umber 
by Elizabeth Hamilton 

2 “Songbird” linen in silver/bronze by Lee Jofa
3 “33269” trim in color 9880 by Houlès 
4 “Mahatma” oyster linen in driftwood 

by Raoul Textiles
5 “Folly” linen in berber brown by Schumacher 
6 “Chuck-A-Luck” in color 05 by Fabricut 
7 “Bello Floral” cotton-linen in color 03 by Fabricut
8 “Cervinia” wool in nut by C&C Milano

BROWNS HAVE ALWAYS BEEN A STAPLE IN MANY INTERIOR COLOR PALETTES. 
HOWEVER, LATELY I HAVE SEEN A RESURGENCE IN THEIR POPULARITY, 

FROM TAUPE TONES RIGHT THROUGH TO DEEP ESPRESSO HUES.  —Annie Sloan, paint and color expert

1

2 3

5

7 86

Brown Beauty
Rooted in nature’s palette, 

the warm and subdued 
shades of the earth provide 

comfort and retreat
BY ASHLEY HOTHAM

ich soil, tree bark, lichens, and 

wood—they’re all part of Mother 

Nature’s own decorating scheme. 

Those marvelous shades of brown translate 

eff ortlessly to indoor decor and so are mak-

ing their way into homes around the globe. 

Paint and color expert Annie Sloan is see-

ing a revival in the use of this earthy shade. 

“Browns have always been a staple in many 

interior color palettes,” she says. “However, 

lately I have seen a resurgence in their popu-

larity, from taupe tones right through to 

deep espresso hues.” Sloan says brown can 

be used to enhance numerous styles in wide-

ly diff erent categories, such as provincial 

French Country and midcentury modern. 

New York designer Leslie Banker likes 

the versatility of brown. “This is a great 

neutral that has some pizzazz but doesn’t 

steal the show,” she says. “I can think of

so many ways to use this color—on the

lacquered walls in a dining room or in a

printed fabric in a wonderfully masculine 

bedroom on everything from the walls and 

window treatments to the bed skirt and 

headboard. It would be so cozy!”
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subzero.com

YOU KNOW YOU WANT SUB-ZERO.

DO YOU KNOW WHY?

It’s your kitchen, not a cookie cutter. Sub-Zero is built for people who want their home to be 

a unique reflection of their household for decades to come. With the most sizes and with infinite 

ways to customize, Sub-Zero preserves more than just your food; it preserves your originality.



curated CLASSIC UPDATE

Screen Play
New interpretations of these treasures  

rooted in the Far East bring beauty  
and function to today’s rooms

WRITTEN BY SALLY FINDER WEEPIE 

PHOTOGRAPHY BY PETER KRUMHARDT   PRODUCED BY TORI MELLOTT

Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams “Adam” three-panel screen with nail pattern.  
Schumacher “Lotus Garden” upholstery in jade covering the screen. Grange Médaillon side chair.  

Benjamin Moore “Lafayette Green” Aura Interior paint on walls. 
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Laminam by Crossville collection

CrossvilleInc.com  |  931-456-3136

See beyond the surface.



curated CLASSIC UPDATE

mong the tombs of the Han Dy-

nasty lie depictions of a decorat-

ing secret: the folding screen. 

Born in ancient China, screens were both 

utilitarian workhorses and works of art, 

partitions painted in serious themes. 

In Japan, the screen evolved into a mul-

titasking wonder used at tea ceremonies, 

as a background for concerts or dances, and 

as an enclosure for Buddhist rites. As fold-

ing screens reached Europe, and eventual-

ly America, their decorative applications 

made them popular with homeowners.

Today, thanks to loft living and open fl oor 

plans, the folding screen is demonstrating its 

usefulness in multiple ways. New designs 

make it a beautiful and functional room di-

vider, an awkward-corner fi ller, a television 

shroud, or freestanding artwork.

A

Our Designers Say… 
“Bora Bora” folding screen by Dering Hall 
“I love the open, woven quality of this screen. It 
reminds me of fun macramé objects of the ’70s, 
but the design brings it into the 21st century. I would 
use it to soften a corner or as an airy room divider.”    

—Wesley Moon, New York City 

“Stella Starburst” by Tobi Fairley for 
CR Laine “I like this screen for the neutral color 
and subtle nailhead pattern. It would be like 
adding a patterned pillow to a sofa. I would use it 
in a corner of a long, rectilinear living room to add 
a bit of detail.”     —Timothy Brown, New York City

“Malmaison” by Mary McDonald for 
Chaddock “Folding screens are a great way to 
defi ne a space. This one is perfect for a breakfast 
room; its colors are neutral and its traditional 
sensibility complements almost any kitchen style.” 

—Sarah Magness, New York City

“Nador” by Currey & Company “A screen with 
a laser-cut pattern is a simple, subtle way to add 
dimension to a space without closing it off .”
—Diane Guariglia, Cold Spring Harbor, New York

“Sevigne” by Niermann Weeks “This screen 
feels architectural. It reminds me of mirrored doors 
that you would fi nd in a Paris apartment.”

—Michael Aiduss, Montclair, New Jersey

Upholstered screen by Century Furniture 
“This screen would be great for providing privacy 
for a guest bedroom that’s actually just a nook 
within a large living space.” 
                               —Alison Damonte, San Francisco

Left to right by row, starting at top: Dering Hall “Bora Bora” rope-pattern folding screen. Tobi Fairley for CR Laine “Stella Starburst” 
upholstered screen. Mary McDonald for Chaddock “Malmaison” screen in alder. Currey & Company “Nador” mahogany folding screen.  

Niermann Weeks “Sevigne” mirrored screen panel. Century Furniture Five-panel upholstered screen in Madcap Cottage fabric. 
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LOCATIONS NATIONWIDE       CONTAINERSTORE.COM/TCSCLOSETS       855-827-5623

W E LC O M E  TO  YO U R  N E W  FAVO R I T E  R O O M
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It’s not just a closet. It’s an escape to the way things should be. It’s the promise of an organized life.
SM

TCS Closets® – exclusively for you – only at The Container Store. We’ve carefully crafted every detail of our new custom,  

built-in closet collection to deliver the uncompromised style and definitive organization solution you deserve.  

Get started with an in-store or in-home consultation and take advantage of our exceptional service and quick  

turnaround from design to installation. After all, we believe that an organized life is a better life.
SM



THE 
LIVING ROOM,
REIMAGINED.



 F R O N T G A T E . C O M



curated INSPIRATIONS

Chelsea House Porcelain “Viceroy Crackle” lamp. Bliss Home & Design Small oval “Ceramic Drum Vase.”  
Tozai Home Porcelain “Celadon Vase.” Theodore Alexander Argento collection canvas-wrapped “Contrasts” occasional 

table. Zoffany “Cracked Earth” wallcovering in bronze. Romo “Antica” cotton-viscose velvet in gunmetal.  

Crack Me Up
Imperfect crackle motifs 
exude an antiqued aura

BY CLARA HANEBERG 

PHOTOGRAPHY BY PETER KRUMHARDT

JANUS et Cie Two-tone ceramic “Yuri Vase” in 
willow. Designers Guild Floral “Eclats de Roses” 
cotton-satin fabric by Christian Lacroix.  
(Below) Pickard China Black-and-white “Tracery” 
5-piece place settings by designer Kelly 
Wearstler. Astek Inc. Glazed collection “Inked” 
wallcovering in coal by designer Jeff Andrews.
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Understated traditional
elegance enhanced by 

modern reinterpretation. 

G R E TA  TA B L E  L A M P

M O N R O E  C O F F E E  TA B L E 

DA M O N  AC C E N T  C H A I R

C A R V E D  F I N I A L 

M A D R A S  S I LV E R  P I L LO W 

B L A K E  S O FA 

E M M A L I N E  M I ST  T I C K I N G 

ST R I P E  P I L LO W 

C E R Y W N  R U G

Visit Frontgate.com/exclusions for standard exclusions. 

Off er good through 11:59 p.m. EST Oct. 31, 2016.

S H O P  F R O N T G A T E . C O M  O R  C A L L  8 0 0 - 6 2 6 - 6 4 8 8

SAVE 20%
on your purchase with
offer code REIMAGINE



ReedandBar ton .com

SOHO CRYSTAL COLLECTION

Make Every Gift Special

avai lable at 
B loomingda le ’s



F A M I LY,  GOOD  F R I E N D S ,  FOOD  &  L I F E

Gatherings 

For a delicious beginning to an evening of Tennessee hospitality, designer Michelle Workman offers  
guests appealing appetizers on the “Ruffles” buffet plate from Annieglass. The drink options include a 

grape-and-sage-infused chardonnay plus a cocktail made of Tennessee whiskey and chile pepper liqueur. 

Southern Soiree
The Blue Ridge Mountains form an idyllic 

backdrop for an elegant autumn dinner party
WRITTEN AND PRODUCED BY KRISSA ROSSBUND 

PHOTOGRAPHY BY MATTHEW BENSON

AROUND THE TABLE
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gatherings AROUND THE TABLE

elebrity designer  

leaves the limelight  

of Tinseltown for a 

simpler rural life. Could be the 

storyline of a TV sitcom, right?      

It’s not. In fact, it’s the real-life 

story of Michelle Workman, her 

husband, Justin, and their two 

young sons. The family left 

Michelle’s native Hollywood  

seeking an idyllic life of calm and 

quiet, complete with arresting 

Tennesee mountain views and  

a barn full of animals. 

Now that they’re all settled, the 

farmhouse is perfect for a gathering 

with new friends—one that leaves 

the boots outside and brings some 

Hollywood glitz in. From the 

dinnerware’s Chinese-inspired 

pattern that saturates the table 

with color to vintage stemware and 

monogrammed linens, Michelle 

has created an inviting but robust 

backdrop for a hearty Southern 

menu. “This party is a heartfelt 

thank-you to the warm welcome 

we’ve received from the 

community,” says Michelle. +

C

Michelle found the vintage gold-plated flatware at a Beverly Hills estate sale. She and husband Justin greet guests. 
An “Arc de Ciel” service plate anchors a “Tobacco Leaf” dinner plate, both through Mottahedeh. Kim Seybert’s 

“Constellation” napkin ring sparkles. A salad bursts with color. Flowers are from Chattanooga’s Grafe Studio. 
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The formal table glows from flickering candles in vintage candlesticks. Champagne-colored  
“Fez” placemats and “Herringbone” linen napkins embroidered with Michelle’s monogram, both  

from Kim Seybert, accent the colors of the intricate design on the dinner plates.



Each guest went home with chocolate truffles from The Hot Chocolatier, a Chattanooga confectionery. Saint-Louis Crystal’s 
“Tommy” champagne flute complements Michelle’s vintage stemware. The leisurely, multicourse dinner starred roasted pork loin.

For recipes and cooking tips, go to traditionalhome.com/MichelleParty

Menu
Fire and Ice Cocktail 
Harvest Chardonnay

Pimiento Cheese-Stuffed Peppadews

Red Leaf Salad with Spiral-Cut Vegetables 
Buttermilk Ranch Dressing

Roasted Pork Top Lion
 Balsamic-Glazed Apples and Pears

Creamy Green Beans

Garlicky Mashed Red Skin Potatoes

Blackberry and Blueberry Slab Pie

RECIPES BY CHEF MARY PAYNE MORAN 

FIRE AND ICE RECIPE BY TIM WELLS

gatherings AROUND THE TABLE
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gatherings KITCHENS

Copper pans are within easy reach on a rack above the black “Chagny” range from Lacanche. Custom cabinets 
from Bilotta Kitchens are painted Farrow & Ball’s “Railings.” Unlacquered brass “Massey” drawer pulls and knobs are 

from Rejuvenation. Interior designer Blair Harris. Shelves Ceramics and everyday dishes are stored on walnut shelves. 

Trading Places
A master bedroom gets the heave-ho to  
make way for a new kitchen that opens  

to light-filled living and dining areas 
WRITTEN AND PRODUCED BY AMY ELBERT 

PHOTOGRAPHY BY JONNY VALIANT 
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gatherings KITCHENS

ow do you gain more light in a 

kitchen that has no windows? 

Move the kitchen. That’s pre-

cisely what designer Blair Harris did after 

she and her husband bought an apartment 

in a turn-of-the-20th-century Manhattan 

brownstone. The existing kitchen was in 

the back of the apartment, a good hike from 

the living room, which features tall, hand-

some windows that overlook the street. 

The master bedroom was next to the 

living room, separated by a wall with big 

pocket doors. “Our vision was to have a 

large living and dining area in the front of 

the apartment that included an open 

kitchen that blended with the space,” Blair 

says. So the couple took down the wall 

between the two front rooms and built a 

new kitchen in the former bedroom space. 

A 7x3-foot island separates cooking and 

gathering zones as it helps shape a high-

function galley-style kitchen—a showpiece 

range at one end and refrigerator and pull-

out pantry at the other. A dining table runs 

parallel to the island. “It really opened up 

the apartment,” says Randy O’Kane, a de-

signer with Bilotta Kitchens. “They have 

one large living, dining, and kitchen space—

that’s hard to find in a New York apartment.” 

From the start, Blair dreamed of a par-

ticular blue-gray cabinet color, but she and 

O’Kane worried it might make the space too 

dark. “When she decided to do the open 

shelves and the white tiles, then we figured 

it was OK,” O’Kane says. “Especially with 

the windows in that room, the color works 

beautifully. I’m glad she stayed the course.”

Thick walnut shelves with a clear natu-

ral finish span the length of the back 

H

Island Stools from Lostine slide under the 
soapstone countertops. Sink An unlacquered 
brass faucet from Waterworks and a soapstone 
sink and countertops are period-appropriate 
for the early 1900s apartment. Drawer Walnut 
drawer interiors have clever storage features. 

➤
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Explore More:

mastercool.mieleusa.com

Tasting is believing.

The best cooking starts with the best 

refrigeration. Open the door to a culinary 

adventure with MasterCoolTM quality you 

can see, feel and taste.
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gatherings KITCHENS

wall. “I debated adding brackets but 

decided the simple shelves would better 

display my ceramics and dinnerware,” 

Blair says. A strip of LED lights hidden on 

the underside of the lower shelf illumi-

nates the Vermont soapstone countertops.

The apron-style sink is also soapstone, 

which creates “one continuous, beautiful 

line,” O’Kane says. “The soapstone is so 

organic and has beautiful veining. It takes 

on a life of its own,” she adds.

A subtle crackle texture on the 3x6-inch 

soft-white wall tiles complements the soap-

stone. Unlacquered brass hardware accents 

the cabinets and is repeated on both the 

range and the bridge-style faucet.

Above the island, a branching light fix-

ture with bronze and brass accents intro-

duces a modern element. 

“We both come from big families, and 

we love to cook and entertain,” says Blair. 

“This open plan allows us to do that with-

out anyone feeling crowded.” + 

Interior designer: Blair Harris

Kitchen designer: Randy O’Kane, Bilotta Kitchens

For more information, see sources on page 137

Cabinetry Ollie, the couple’s 
golden retriever, lounges on 
oak floors that are laid in a 
herringbone pattern. The 
island separates the primary 
work zone from the living 
and dining areas. F
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THIS ROOM

THEIR INSPIRATION

Designer: Richard T Anuszkiewicz

DXV tapped the celebrated expertise

of Richard T Anuszkiewicz to reimagine

the iconic city of New York in the

Golden Era Movement.

For more on Richard’s room,

visit us online at dxv.com

“The Fresno Culinary Kitchen Faucet 

stands very tall like a skyscraper. And the 

Contemporary Pot Filler speaks to the kind 

of gentleman you would see on Wall Street.”

– Richard T Anuszkiewicz

The Golden Apple  New York City in the 

1920s was the Art Deco celebration of

glamour and lifestyle with simplifi ed 

geometries. You’ll see it in the custom 

mullion grid on the refrigerator, which 

was inspired by the top of the Chrysler Building 

as well as the DXV logo.

Both the Swarovski light fi xtures and the 

La Cornue range are new takes on classic 

archetypes, embracing DXV’s idea of 

reinventing the classics. I selected the 

Fresno® Culinary Kitchen Faucet for 

the butler’s pantry because of its tall, 

utilitarian presence. For the primary 

cooking center, the Fresno® Single Lever 

Kitchen Faucet off ers a beautiful sense 

of a tailored refi nement. Together, they 

underscore the timeless relationship 

between yesterday, today, and tomorrow.



C LASS IC G OLDEN ERA MODERN CONTEMPORARY
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New York Reimagine the Golden Era Movement.

Discover the entire luxurious collection of

kitchen and bathroom products at dxv.com.

 This DXV kitchen was designed by Richard T Anuszkiewicz.

A TIME.

A PLACE.

A MOVEMENT.



L I F E  I S  F U L L  O F

Beautiful Moments
L E T  T H E M  I N

There are times that you cherish; they deserve the perfect frame. Marvin windows and doors elevate every 
space to enhance the lives within. Made-to-order, with innovative design and industry-leading energy effi ciency. 

For generations, we’ve honed our craft to create products you will enjoy for years to come.

E N V I S I O N YO U R M A RV I N H O M E AT M A RV I NWI N D OWS .CO M

© 2016 Marvin® Windows and Doors. All rights reserved. ® Registered trademark of Marvin Windows and Doors.



Currents
T H E  WOR L D  A ROU N D  U S :  A R T,  A N T I Q U E S  &  T R AV E L

Serenity Found
An exclusive New Zealand resort  

provides seclusion and respite  

in the most unspoiled of settings

WRITTEN BY JENNY BRADLEY PFEFFER 

BODY & SOUL

Positively private Huka Lodge started life as a fishing resort 
 in Taupo, New Zealand. Today it offers a serene private escape 

 in one of the world’s most beautiful natural landscapes.  
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he Huka Lodge website pitches 

the resort as “deliberately under-

stated,” but there’s really nothing 

restrained about the escape this renowned 

getaway can provide.

Perched on the banks of the crystal-

clear Waikato River in Taupo, New Zealand 

(a three-and-a-half hour drive from Auk-

land), this secluded, 17-acre gem routinely 

tops travel “best” lists—and rightfully so. 

Alan Pye founded Huka in the 1920s as a 

simple fishing lodge. Through the years the 

retreat garnered considerable acclaim as it 

welcomed guests as celebrated as Charles 

T
Lindbergh, Queen Elizabeth, and James Mi-

chener. After Alex van Heeren purchased it 

in 1984, the no-frills lodge with glorious riv-

er views took a spectacular turn toward the 

sumptuous. Where canvas tents pitched on 

wood floors once stood, 25 luxurious guest 

suites built for comfort now hold court—

each designed with total respite in mind. 

While the unspoiled setting reigns su-

preme here, designer Virginia Fisher en-

sured that each guest suite and cottage is a 

star in its own right. “The natural beauty 

strongly influenced my color palette,” Fish-

er says. “I chose a number of very soft and 

The setting Located on the 
banks of the Waikato River, 
Huka Lodge offers guests 
magnificent views and a  
host of outdoor activities, 
including extraordinary fishing.  
Dining Executive chef Paul 
Froggatt’s cuisine—from 
five-course dinners to casual 
country breakfasts—is served 
indoors or out.
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Owner’s Cottage A neutral palette ensures that the interiors of the four-bedroom Owner’s Cottage won’t  
distract from the surrounding natural beauty. “I want the interiors to convey a certain formality,” says designer 

Virginia Fisher, “yet feel sophisticated, chic, relaxed, and contemporary, while always generous in terms of comfort.”
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subtle colors and used them in layers so they 

did not compete in any way with the physical 

presence and power of the Waikato River.”

Throughout the lodge, Fisher incorpo-

rated European paintings, antiques, and a 

mix of textures—from rich velvet to tartan 

wool—and Maori artifacts.

Created by landscape designer Suzanne 

Turley, the property’s gardens are equal 

parts native New Zealand and manicured 

English. Redwood trees that date to the 

1920s mix with Japanese maples, magno-

lias, and rhododendrons. Native birds and 

plants thrive in the property’s water garden. 

Private dining is offered (both indoors 

and out), but guests more often opt for din-

ner in the main lodge, where they easily 

share stories of the day’s adventures—from 

fishing and hiking to helicopter tours and 

white-water rafting.

One visit just isn’t enough for some peo-

ple. Fisher says, “It’s the great style, priva-

cy, tranquillity, and stunning natural beau-

ty complemented by manicured grounds 

and a very small number of guests” that 

brings them back to this paradise. +

Interior designer: Virginia Fisher

Architect: Sumich Chaplin Architects

Alan Pye Cottage Named for 
Huka Lodge’s founder, the 
two-bedroom Alan Pye  
Cottage has an Arts and Crafts 
influence, both inside and out. 
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s every biker knows, there’s a 

thrill that comes from speeding 

down a road, wind in your face. 

Victoria Findlay Wolfe, who rides a Harley, 

says she feels the same “strange rush” 

when she designs a quilt.  

You can almost see it return when Wolfe 

bounds around her spacious Manhattan 

apartment, flipping open her award-win-

ning creations as if they were magic car-

pets. One after another lands on the floor, 

every one an exuberant bricolage.    

Hers are not your grandmother’s quilts. 

They are truly contemporary—bursting with 

unexpected colors like chartreuse, orange, 

and gray; brimming with allusions to New 

York City, lace, skulls, and heaven knows 

what else; loaded with surprising juxtaposi-

tions of striped, floral, starred, and other pat-

terned textiles. Somehow they all work. 

“She took something that was very tradi-

tional and made it modern, and that’s not 

easy to do,” says Melissa Wraalstad, the exec-

utive director of the Wisconsin Museum of 

Quilts & Fiber Arts. Wolfe, she adds, is on 

“the leading edge of that trend. She set it off.” 

And yet Wolfe—who grew up on a farm in 

Minnesota—became a quilter largely be-

cause of her grandmother, who made crazy 

quilts from polyester scraps. Like her grand-

mother, Wolfe doesn’t use patterns and 

doesn’t draw designs in advance. “All the de-

sign happens on the design wall, not on pa-

per,” she says—referring to a big wall in her 

studio covered with white cotton batting. 

On that wall, she plays with fabric 

scraps, rearranges the unusually shaped 

patches she has sewn together, and juxta-

poses sometimes incompatible colors to 

build designs—improvisations, really—that 

are new and unique. “I start with zero, and 

wait for ideas to come to me,” she says. 

“Others want a pattern; I want to make my 

own choices. It’s trusting my intuition.” 

A

Wild for Quilts
Artist Victoria Findlay 

Wolfe drives quilt design  
in a new direction

WRITTEN BY JUDITH H. DOBRZYNSKI  

PHOTOGRAPHY BY MATTHEW BENSON 

PRODUCED BY DORIS ATHINEOS

Victoria Findlay 

Wolfe kicks quilt 

design into high 

gear with her 

award-winning 

“Mr. Swirl E. Bones.”  

➤
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For example, she once made a chicken 

quilt—with a red bird sitting on three eggs 

at the center—because a patch of fabric 

looked like speckled eggs. 

Wolfe’s sewing skills go back to her 

childhood, when she crafted fashions for 

her Barbie doll. In college, where she 

earned a fine arts degree, she made her own 

clothes. She moved to New York to be a 

painter. But after she wed Michael Findlay, 

an art dealer, and became a mother, time for 

her art seemed to evaporate. So, using 15 

minutes here and there, she started making 

clothes and then quilts for her toddler. 

Today Wolfe doesn’t just design and sell 

quilts. She takes commissions for them and 

teaches quilting. She has published two 

quilt books and has a third in the works. She 

designs fabrics, thread packets, acrylic 

shape templates, and die cuts (which allow 

the cutting of eight fabric layers at a time) 

for various manufacturers. She founded the 

New York City MOD Quilt Guild, serves on 

quilt group boards, and is an American am-

bassador for Juki sewing machines. She has 

organized quilt drives for homeless families 

and, sometimes, sends a quilt to a cancer pa-

tient, with no return address.  

Wolfe is heralded because her quilts ex-

ude a finesse that other trendy quilts lack. 

“We’ve brought her in to teach and her classes 

are always sold out—people fly in from all over 

the country to take them,” Wraalstad says. 

Wolfe is best known for her riffs on the 

traditional but difficult double wedding 

ring pattern. Her initial attempt failed. 

Clockwise from top left Made  
of 150 different fabrics, lively 
“Bright Lights, Big City” tells 
the story of Wolfe’s move  
to Manhattan. Here she 
proudly shows it off. Sold 
through quilt shops, a new 
line of Wolfe’s fabric (Meadow 
Storm) is inspired by life  
on the Minnesota farm  
where she grew up. Wolfe’s  
“Mr. Swirl E. Bones” won  
a prize at Quiltcon in 2016.  ➤
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“I didn’t like it and I chopped it up,” she 

says. But she took the pieces and moved 

them around to create the award-winning 

“Double-Edged Love,” a mélange of pink, 

black, red, yellow, and mostly white shapes 

and images. Those pieces stir up memories 

of her grandmother and life on the farm 

but also allude to New York City streets. 

“That was a game changer,” Wolfe says. 

Wolfe demurs when asked about the 

meaning of “Double-Edged Love,” calling it 

“too personal.” But she says it speaks to the 

feeling that one can be both a country girl 

and a city girl, that one can love families 

and yet at times hate them. A bit of a worka-

holic, she applies herself 10 to 14 hours a day. 

She has become so busy that she frequently 

outsources to friends the actual quilting of 

her top-layer designs, which she always sews 

herself, so she can move on to the next de-

sign. “It’s an addictive process, and I love 

playing at it,” she explains.

Meg Cox, who writes and lectures about 

quilts, credits Wolfe’s success to a fusion of 

her farm background, life story, and sense 

of play with “the heart of an artist.”

“She pulls on something that is very 

authentic,” Cox adds. “It fits the moment 

perfectly.” +

Clockwise from top left Wolfe clutches a pillow 
made by her grandmother Elda Wolfe, who 
ignited her passion. Neo-geo “Happy Wanderer”;  
award-winning “Mr. Swirl E. Bones” (both quilts 
designed and made by Wolfe; quilted by Shelley 
Pagliai). “Greatest Possible Trust” is a modern take 
on an old-school double wedding ring pattern.  
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Super Selective
Unique gems are at your fi ngertips, but canny 

collectors still fl ock to America’s top fairs 
BY DORIS ATHINEOS

 COLLECTING CLICK
Shopping for lust-worthy art, antiques, and new design just got a whole lot easier thanks 

to luxury-focused RubyLUX.com, a digital fi ne and decorative arts marketplace with 180 

dealers from the U.S., England, France, and Italy. RubyLUX is designed to appeal to 

both professional and do-it-yourself decorators and to stylists scouting for treasures 

like a pair of English Georgian armchairs à la française (above), a large set of Gorham’s 

“Versailles” sterling fl atware, or an Hermès crocodile Kelly bag (below). “RubyLUX is an 

alternative to 1stdibs,” says founder Tom Johnson, who in 1998 launched the plainer, more 

aff ordable Rubylane.com, still a favorite among jewelry junkies and fl ea market fans.

Posh RubyLUX off ers a potent mix of bold antiques, vintage design, and fresh 

furnishings by noted interior designers such as Vicente Wolf and Juan Montoya. But 

what might be even more exciting is that design lovers deal directly with knowledgeable 

dealers, many of them members of the International 

Confederation of Art and Antiques Dealers (CINOA). 

“CINOA represents the best art and antiques dealers 

in the world,” says Johnson, “and RubyLUX doesn’t 

get between the dealer and the buyer or charge 

a commission.” Clinton Howell, president of 

CINOA and the Art and Antique Dealers 

League of America, now sells through RubyLUX. 

“Tom’s high-tech background means that he 

understands how search engines work,” Howell 

says. “RubyLUX leads shoppers to what they 

didn’t know they were looking for.” New dealers 

include Tiff any expert Lillian Nassau and Art 

Deco jewelry specialist James Robinson.

Animal Magnetism
The annual San Francisco Fall Art & Antiques 

Show attracts design devotees in search of 

stylish furnishings. This year’s show, the 35th, 

delivers a menagerie of magnifi cent animal-

inspired objets including a sublime lithograph 

of a yellow-bosomed toucan by 19th-century 

ornithologist John Gould (Arader Galleries), 

bejeweled butterfl y brooches (Lang Antiques), 

and a slightly surreal photograph of a long-

limbed ballerina dancing for a real live bear 

by Russian artist Gregori Maiofi s (born 1970). 

The four-day extravaganza opens October 27. 

(sff as.org)

NYC Is Going Dutch
The world’s top art and antiques fair, The 

European Fine Art Fair, known as TEFAF 

Maastricht, is coming to Manhattan for the 

fi rst time. Some 7,000 years of art will be 

on display at TEFAF/New York, and many 

of the objets will wind up in museums (or on 

well-manicured fi ngers). Finds include the 

dazzling diamond “Apsara” brooch (above) 

by Wallace Chan, a renowned Hong Kong-

based jeweler. October 21–26. (tefaf.com)
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An Eye for American Art
A Savannah surgeon focuses on African-
American artists who were once ignored 

BY JUDITH H. DOBRZYNSKI

PHOTOGRAPHY BY ADAM KUEHL   PRODUCED BY DORIS ATHINEOS

any years ago, when Walter O. 

Evans served in the Navy, he 

met a young lady at a party and 

asked her out on a date. She suggested a 

visit to the Philadelphia Museum of Art. 

“I’d never been to an art museum before,” 

says Evans, now a retired general surgeon. 

“So I went to the library and read about the 

artists we’d see. And I told her about Monet, 

and how he had gone blind late in life, and 

Degas, who had lived in New Orleans.”  

Although the girl was duly impressed, 

the relationship didn’t last long. But the 

infatuation with art that she sparked 

turned into a deep and loving commitment 

for Evans. He kept going to museums, 

stirred by what he saw, except for one thing: 

their lack of art by African-Americans. Not 

too much later, after he earned his medical 

degree and began practicing in Detroit, 

Evans stepped into the breach. In 1978, 

when the Detroit Institute of Art published 

a portfolio of 22 silk-screen prints by Jacob 

Lawrence called The Legend of John Brown, 

Evans bought the complete set. 

Before long, he caught the collecting bug, 

with what was at the time an unusual focus. 

“Dr. Walter Evans is absolutely one of the 

pioneer collectors of African-American art,” 

says New York art dealer Michael Rosenfeld, 

who has long specialized in the fi eld. “And he 

has collected in an encyclopedic manner, 

spanning the 19th and 20th centuries.” 

Evans now owns works by virtually every 

important black artist up to and including 

Modernism icons Romare Bearden, Eliza-

beth Catlett, Archibald Motley, Robert Scott 

Duncanson, Mary Edmonia Lewis, Henry 

Tanner, Beauford Delaney, Alma Thomas, 

Norman Lewis, Benny Andrews, and Aaron 

Douglas. His 2005 gift of more than 60 art-

works to the Savannah College of Art and 

Design barely put a dent in his trove, which 

numbers in the hundreds. 

Evans’s quest was no name game, though. 

“He followed his heart and collected high-

caliber works,” Rosenfeld says. Nigel Free-

man, the founder of the African-American 

Fine Art department at Swann Auction Gal-

leries, says, “He sought out major pieces by 

all the major artists” and now has “a world-

class, museum-quality collection.” Evans 

also possesses thousands of historical man-

uscripts and fi rst-edition books by African-

Americans. By all accounts, he is one of the 

most important collectors of African-Amer-

ican works in the country. 

M

➤

From left An embroiderer stitching in Victory 
Garden (1943) by self-taught artist Horace 
Pippin (1888–1946), who once said, “I paint 
it exactly the way I see it.” A life-size portrait 
of Walter O. Evans by Pulitzer Prize-winning 
cartoonist Pat Oliphant. Evans at his home 
in Savannah, where he and his wife, Linda, 
live surrounded by museum-caliber art.
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But if Evans is a hoarder, he is also a 

sharer. Because art changed his life, and 

kindled his interest in history as well, he 

decided in 1991 to put a selection of his trea-

sures into an exhibition called “The Walter 

O. Evans Collection of African American 

Art.” Its tour, customized for each venue 

and managed by his wife, Linda, visited 

about 50 museums before ending in 2012. 

Recently, Evans—who retired in 2001 at 

age 58 and moved back to his birthplace, 

Savannah—talked about his passion for art 

and history. At his brick antebellum house 

in the historic district, he appeared elegant 

but understated, dressed in earthy olives 

and browns (a sign of his relaxed self-confi-

dence was on display on his feet, which 

were clad only in a pair of brown socks). 

Though soft-spoken, he eagerly rose from 

his stuffed chair in the drawing room to 

illustrate his points: for example, how 

Bearden, whose colorful gouache of a man 

and woman, Presage, hangs over the fire-

place, had folded the paper and painted a 

landscape on the other side. 

Surrounded by paintings on every wall 

in every room and up the staircases, plus 

sculptures in every available spot, Evans 

says he has no trouble deciding what to 

hang in his home, which is outfitted in 

dark woods, Oriental rugs, flowing curtains, 

and other Victorian furnishings. “The 

museums decide,” he says. “Museums are 

always borrowing things.” He notes that a 

painting called The Plotters normally hangs 

on the front wall, but it had been loaned to 

the traveling exhibition “Archibald Motley: 

Jazz Age Modernist.” 

Evans says he did so well as a collector 

because he had little competition. He fre-

quented the few galleries that sold African-

American art 30 or more years ago, bid at 

auction, and sometimes, as with Bearden, 

bought directly from the artists, many of 

whom he befriended. “All of them were bar-

gains when you consider today’s prices,” he 

muses. Now, he says, he probably couldn’t 

afford the vivid street scene by Lawrence, 

which depicts a vendor scooping ices for 

children and hangs by Evans’s fireplace. 

Evans calls himself an opportunistic col-

lector, but says, “I knew which artists I 

wanted to get, and what I bought had to do 

with financial ability—I may not have had 

the funds.” Occasionally, he made a mistake. 

In the ’80s, he was advised to buy portraits 

by Joshua Johnson, a biracial painter 

From left Evans also collects rare books 
and manuscripts mostly by and about 
African-Americans. A serene watercolor 
from 1959, Girl Seated, by his late friend 
Chicago-based artist and teacher 
Margaret Burroughs (1917–2010). A 
drawing of dentist and patient by Herman 
“Kofi” Bailey (1931–1981), who worked in 
traditional Conté crayon and charcoal. 
The hallmarks of Cubism can be seen 
in the boldly colored Presage by Modernist 
Romare Bearden (1911–1988). 

➤
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who made a living painting wealthy Balti-

moreans and who died around 1824. 

“I said I didn’t want that, that I wanted 

my daughters to come into the house and 

see works with African-American images in 

them,” Evans explains. Regret arrived a year 

later in 1988, when the Whitney Museum of 

American Art sold Johnson’s Little Girl in 

Pink With a Goblet Filled With Strawberries 

for $660,000, nearly 15 times the previous 

record for a Johnson painting.

He never bought a Johnson, but he did 

buy portraits of white people by Nelson 

Primus, born about two decades after 

Johnson died. “In the 19th century, black 

artists could only paint landscapes, por-

traits, and still lifes if they wanted to sell 

their works,” Evans says. “They could not 

paint their own people or our lives.” 

Even then, recognition was not forthcom-

ing. Evans related the story of Rhode Island 

artist Edward Bannister, who entered his 

landscape Under the Oaks in the Philadelphia 

Centennial Exposition in 1876. It won the 

medal, but when Bannister tried to claim his 

prize, the astonished judges attempted to 

reverse their decision. Only after other art-

ists—white artists—threatened to withdraw 

their own works did the judges relent. Evans 

has a Bannister hanging in his dining room.

Evans loves talking about his treasures. 

In the hallway, he pulls down Horace Pip-

pin’s Victory Garden to show the labels on 

the back that reveal where it has been exhib-

ited: the Museum of Modern Art, the Phil-

lips Collection, the Pennsylvania Academy 

of Fine Arts, and the Brandywine museum. 

“In the ’70s, when I started, Pippin was the 

only African-American artist whose works 

were going for six figures,” he says. 

That has obviously changed; so many 

more people desire this art now. Historical 

works are less available, and while Evans 

says he likes the works of some contempo-

rary black artists like Jean-Michel Basquiat, 

he has mostly stopped buying art. But what 

about those manuscripts that he’s collected 

along with the many works of art? Yes, that 

story continues. +

currents COLLECTING

THIS WORK SHOULDN’T BE  

CALLED AFRICAN-AMERICAN ART.  

CALL IT AMERICAN ART BECAUSE  

THAT’S EXACTLY WHAT IT IS.
—Walter O. Evans 

From left A colorful Harlem street scene, Ices I,  
by Jacob Lawrence (1917–2000). Master printmaker 
James L. Wells (1902–1993) painted Impressionistic 
Rural Landscape in 1940. The Night Letter by 
influential artist Eldzier Cortor (1916–2015), who 
studied at the Art Institute of Chicago. “Cortor 
wasn’t well-known when I acquired this in the 1970s, 
but he’s well-collected these days,” Evans says.  
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N O V E M B E R  9  –  D E C E M B E R  4 ,  2 0 1 6

Open Tuesdays–Sundays • 10:30am–5:00pm (closed Mondays)

Join us for Traditional Home’s 5th annual 
Napa Valley Showhouse, which brings 
together lush gardens, distinctive 
architecture, and world-class culinary 
experiences—timed with the area’s 
star-studded Napa Valley Film Festival. 

A team of acclaimed designers will transform the home (owned by 

Lisa Peju of the Peju Province Winery) with a fresh aesthetic and 

design inspirations sparked by the beauty of the estate’s surrounding 

views. The showhouse coincides with the much-anticipated opening 

of the newest Peju family vineyard, Liana Estates, located in Carneros 

with breathtaking views of the San Pablo Bay.

SHOWHOUSE TOUR + TASTING: $35* 
Tour the showhouse and stunning property, plus enjoy a complimentary 

tasting at Liana Estates following your showhouse tour.   

OPENING DAY GARDEN PARTY: $50 *
Saturday, November 12, 11:00am to 1:00pm 
Be one of the fi rst to experience the Designer Showhouse while savoring 

a selection of Peju Province Winery and Liana Estates wines, along with 

local fare. This festive event is co-hosted by designer Monica Pedersen 

and the Napa Valley Film Festival. 

For more information and to purchase Showhouse Tour and Opening 

Day Garden Party tickets, visit traditionalhome.com/napashowhouse 

*Advanced ticket purchase required. Tickets are priced per person. 

PROMOTION

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH





DESIGNER VERN YIP TRAVELS THE PLANET, BUT HIS FAVORITE  
                        PLACE IS HOME, WHERE MEMORIES OF SPECIAL PLACES, 
                TIMES, AND PEOPLE SURROUND HIM

W R I T T E N  B Y  A M Y  E L B E R T 

P HOTOG R A P H Y  B Y  E M I L Y  J E N K I N S  FO L LOW I L L  

P ROD U C E D  B Y  L I S A  MOW R Y
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that once he had children it 

would be “good-bye, beautiful home.” Not so, he says. “We haven’t 

done anything differently because we have kids,” says the Atlanta-

based designer and father of two. 

Sure, there are a few rules. Some precious objects are off-limits, 

and there’s no ball kicking in the house. (“There’s a big backyard for 

that.”) Occasionally things get broken. (“They’re only things.”) But 

Vern and his husband, Craig Koch, prove that a kid- and pet-

friendly house doesn’t have to mean barren tabletops and hose-

down upholstery. The home they’ve created is filled with fine art, 

antiques, and artifacts collected from around the world.

“I was raised with lots of really beautiful things within my grasp 

and, believe me, I broke plenty,” Vern says. “But it was important to 

Foyer A modernist Baccarat crystal-and-wire chandelier and Asian artifacts 
set the tone for the house. The center table belonged to Vern Yip’s mother. 
Her photo sits on a console by the stairs. Table drapery fabric and trim  
are from Vern Yip for Trend. Preceding page Craig Koch, left, and Vern sit in 
the pavilion with their children, Gavin, 6, and Vera, 5. All the furniture as well 
as the rug and draperies are from Frontgate; Vern designed the ceramic dogs. 

FRIENDS
WARNED
 VERN YIP
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Living room Sofas from Donghia are covered in 

“Trellis” in Siamese Taupe from Jim Thompson. 

Walls are Sherwin-Williams’s “Worldly Gray.”  

An art photograph by Andrew Moore hangs 

behind a wooden Hindu Ganesh figure, which 

was purchased in India. The elegant fan-top 

French doors are original to the 1925 house.



Dining room Spice-colored fabrics and trims for the draperies, chair upholstery, 
and table runner are from Vern Yip for Trend, a division of Fabricut. “I love 
fabric blends from the performance standpoint. They don’t wrinkle and  
are colorfast and durable,” he says. Living room A deep red antique rug was 
found in Marrakech. Vern splurged on two used leather chairs modeled on Le 
Corbusier, which were being removed from a lobby his firm was renovating. 

my mom that I understand what I could touch and what could be 

just visually appreciated. We decided to take that approach with 

our kids, and they’ve been great. 

“For me, growing up with beautiful things and seeing them 

every day was critical to me being who I am today and knowing 

what I know,” adds the designer, who recently wrote Vern Yip’s 

Design Wise, a book to help others beautify their homes.

Even the couple’s five big dogs—including two Great Pyrenees—

seem to understand the rules. “They know which rooms they can go 

into and what furniture they can climb on,” Vern says, though it’s 

not always easy. “We have 500 pounds of dog in our house.” Of 

course, it helps that Craig operates WAG-A-LOT dog-care facilities 

in Atlanta  and is pretty adept at handling the big canines. 

Vern and Craig bought the 1925 stucco house about seven years 

ago. They updated the mechanical systems, tore up carpeting, and 

refinished the oak floors. Next up was converting the front screen 

porch into a foyer and creating a gracious entry. The porch’s ele-

gant arched openings were fitted with custom windows and French 

doors that flood the room with light. The couple also added a two-

story wing for a family room, library, bathroom, offices, and a dog 

room on the main level. Upstairs is the master suite.  

Red, a color associated with good fortune in China, dominates 

the palette, beginning with the foyer, where a chandelier drips red 

crystals. “Even though I’ve been in this country since I was two 

months old, when you grow up being exposed to something, it 

becomes a part of you,” Vern says. “You weave it through.”

Vern was born in Hong Kong to Chinese parents. When he was 

an infant, the family moved to the United States, and he grew up in 

the Washington, D.C., area. The family traveled extensively, so he 

was exposed to many cultures, including his own Asian heritage. 

Today Vern travels around the globe as a UNICEF ambassador, as 

a columnist for The Washington Post, and to oversee the manufac-
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ture of his home furnishings products, including fabrics and acces-

sories. Often the children join Craig and Vern on the global jaunts, 

enjoying the same kinds of adventures Vern experienced as a child. 

Trips to Thailand, Cambodia, Vietnam, and Laos have yielded 

treasures such as wooden roof spires and antique statuary that are 

displayed on pedestals throughout the house. Furnishing a home 

with objects that are reminders of journeys or loved ones makes it 

timeless, Vern says. “When you have a home that reflects you and 

your family, you create spaces that last a lifetime,” he says. “I really 

love being able to walk through a room and see objects that remind 

me of parts of my life. Surrounding yourself with things that have 

special memories makes your home yours.” 

Personal stories fill the interiors he and Craig have created. In the 

living room are the well-worn leather chairs that Vern splurged on 

when he was a low-paid intern at an architectural firm. “I ate ramen 

noodles for three months straight after that because I had no 

money,” he says. “Even the fabric on the sofa has a story,” Vern says 

with a laugh, noting that he hauled 45 yards of Jim Thompson silk 

back from Bangkok, stuffing it in an airplane overhead bin. 

Vern and Craig also collect contemporary art and photography, 

which mix comfortably with their Asian antiques and add a vitality 

and modern attitude to the spaces. 

While rooms are filled with fine art and elegant furnishings, this 

is a family home, Vern insists. Draperies and dining chair seats are 

made with easy-care synthetic blends from Vern’s fabric collec-

tions. “I have to be practical. We have kids and dogs. We need things 

to be beautiful and low-maintenance,” he says. “I want a home that 

is warm and welcoming—a home that says who we are.” +

Architectural and interior designer: Vern Yip

For more information, see sources on page 137

Master bedroom The “Modern Metropolis Bed” from Ralph Lauren Home is 
layered with duvets made with Jim Thompson’s “Kosa Pan” print and Vern 
Yip for Trend “Manhattan Texture” in charcoal. The red pillow sham is from 
Marrakech. Master bath Two Kohler “Purist Wading Pool” sinks with 
gooseneck spouts from Kallista are flanked by Asian Foo dog statues from 
Bali. Guest bedroom A blue “Paris Petal Pendant” by Vern Yip for Stonegate 
Designs hangs above the bed. Fabrics from the Vern Yip for Trend collection 
were used to make the colorful “Exotic Sky” duvet, bed and settee pillows, 
and the mustard-hue “Manhattan Texture” draperies. 
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Simply     
Brilliant

AS A GLASS-
MAKING BUSINESS 
FLOURISHES, SO 
DOES A FAMILY 
WITH FOUR 
RUMBLE-TUMBLE 
BOYS IN A BARN-
TURNED-HOME  
IN THE ROLLING 
VERMONT 
COUNTRYSIDE 

W R I T T E N  B Y  A M Y  E L B E R T 

P H O T O G R A P H Y  B Y  M I C H A E L  P A R T E N I O 

P R O D U C E D  B Y  S T A C Y  K U N S T E L
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hanging from the rafters in 

Simon and Pia Pearce’s main 

living area speaks volumes 

about their approach to life. The couple raised four boys in a barn-

turned-home with the attitude that stability and adventure are 

perfect partners. “Our home is where we wish to provide a sense of 

warmth, comfort, and stability, as well as a place for our family to 

be creative and imaginative,” Pia says. 

About 35 years ago, Simon and Pia started their own adventure. 

The young couple moved from Ireland to little Quechee, Vermont, 

where they established the Simon Pearce company, now one of the 

last large-scale glass operations in the United States making clear 

utilitarian glassware by hand, one piece at a time. 

Simon, born in London and raised on the southern coast of Ire-

land, came from a pottery-making family and learned glass-making 

at the Royal College of Art in London and by working with artisans 

around the world. He and Pia, who grew up in rural New Jersey, ran 

a highly successful glass business in Ireland before relocating to the 

United States in the late 1970s. He produced the glassware, and she 

spearheaded the retail side of the operation. 

While business in Ireland was good, Simon and Pia saw greater 

opportunities for growth in the United States. “When we came 

here, we were looking for a beautiful place where we could raise a 

family, a factory location where there would be alternative sources 

of power, and enough room for a retail store,” Simon says.

In 1980, they found it all in a 200-year-old former woolen mill 

on the Ottauquechee River in rural Vermont. Simon renovated the 

building, installed a hydroelectric turbine, built a glass furnace, 

and began making glass. 

The couple renovated the mill’s upper level for an apartment, 

where they lived for four years. As the business grew, so did their 

family. After the arrival of sons Andrew and Adam (two more sons, 

David and Kevin, would follow), Simon and Pia found farm prop-

erty near the mill surrounded by fields and forests to build their 

new home. Well, not exactly new. “Simon wanted something that 

had real character,” recalls Pia, so they bought an old New Hamp-

shire barn and had it taken down and rebuilt on their site. 

Respectful of the trees and land, Simon carefully sited the house 

so it settles gently into the slope of the property and slowly reveals 

itself on the drive down their lane. 

In the house, family living is centered in one large, comfortable 

room, anchored by a stone fireplace, that serves as kitchen, dining 

room, and sitting area. “Simon and I made a conscious decision to 

make the first floor into one big room so that our entire family 

could essentially always be together,” Pia says. The bedrooms are 

on the second floor. The knotted rope swing hangs from the rafters 

near an upstairs loft—once the playroom of their now-adult sons 

and now enjoyed by grandkids—that overlooks the living area. 

Throughout the house, rugged wide-plank pine floors and 

hand-plastered walls add a sense of warmth and age. Country 

A ROPE 
SWING
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Exterior A covered porch spans the brick addition to the 
converted barn. Living room The brick wing created space for  
a sitting area that opens to the porch. Above the fireplace is a 
painting by Irish artist Patrick Scott, Simon Pearce’s godfather. 
Family Eldest son Andrew holds daughter Maddy, next to his 
wife, Christy, and son Oliver. Simon embraces Pia and son 
David. Behind them are Adam and his wife, Kyla. The Pearces’ 
youngest son, Kevin, is not pictured. He suffered a brain injury  
in a snowboarding accident when training for the 2010 
Olympics. He has largely recovered and established Love Your 
Brain, a group that works to prevent injuries and help people 
who have suffered brain trauma. Preceding pages Buddha and 
“Kevin Pearce LoveYourBrain” bowl and candleholder are by 
Simon Pearce. The main living area is in a reconstructed barn.

OUR HOME REFLECTS OUR COMBINED INTEREST IN 
CREATING A SIMPLE EXPERIENCE IN A BEAUTIFUL SETTING 

THAT ALLOWS US TO FOSTER CREATIVITY. 
 —homeowner Pia Pearce in A Way of Living, written with Glenn Suokko



antiques—pine cupboards and chests from Ireland and New Eng-

land—as well as contemporary furnishings and art fill the rooms. 

Some new pieces, including the dining table and chairs, were made 

by Charles Shackleton, a close friend of the Pearces who also came 

from Ireland and established his business in Vermont. 

Simon displays his collection of handmade Georgian glass 

alongside his own present-day designs. “We wanted the room to 

feel old and at the same time contemporary,” Pia says. Pottery cre-

ated by Simon’s brother, a potter in Ireland, as well as wooden 

bowls by their oldest son, Andrew, and works by other artisans and 

friends are displayed in cabinets and on the barn beams in the 

main living space. 

Dining area The dining table and chairs crafted by the Pearces’ friend and 
furnituremaker Charles Shackleton are illuminated by a modernist pendant 
lamp. “Good design, natural materials, and timelessness are important to 
Simon and me,” says Pia. “The wooden chairs around the table possess 
quiet but sturdy personalities. Durability and comfort are critical; we like  
to linger at the table.” Glassware and pottery on shelves and in the antique 
hutch are a mix of antique pieces and new pieces made by Simon Pearce 
artisans. Kitchen shelves The Pearces built their business on making utilitarian 
glassware by hand, such as these “Barre” goblets and wineglasses. In 
addition to glassware, Simon Pearce sells pottery, including the “Belmont 
Crackle” mugs in celadon and ivory. Pottery The black pitcher is from a 
pottery in Ireland started by Simon’s father, operated today by Simon’s 
brother Stephen. Other pieces are by Richard Batterham. Kitchen Simon 
Pearce’s “Emerson Wide” glass pendants brighten the kitchen. Cabinets  
are painted a custom shade from Donald Kaufman Color.
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Porch An antique Irish refectory table is set 

for guests with Simon Pearce dinnerware 

and “Ascutney” vases—two with flowers 

and two with candles. The porch faces a 

flower and vegetable garden with groves  

of trees and hayfields beyond.



Child Andrew and Christy Pearce’s dapper son, Oliver, sits in the garden.
Glassware In Simon Pearce workshops, glassblowers work in teams of two  
to create individual items such as this vase. “This process gives each piece 
of glass its own distinctive character,” Simon says. The glass owes its 
brilliance to a special barium mixture. Visitors to the Quechee studio and 
restaurant may observe glassblowers at work. Pool house At the foot of a hill and 
backed by woods, the pool house was built to resemble an Irish stone cottage. 
The pool is encircled with stone and the interior was painted blue to blend 
with the natural setting. The cottage has a hot tub and a small kitchen. 

Even the heavy blue-and-white windowpane-check wool cur-

tains that provide warmth in cold Vermont winters have a family 

connection. In Ireland, Simon’s mother made curtains for the fam-

ily home from a similar fabric, which was originally intended for 

horse blankets. Enchanted with the look and function, Pia did the 

same, ordering fabric from Ireland and having it fashioned into 

curtains for her own home. 

After several years of living with four boys in the reconstructed 

barn, the Pearces built a two-level brick addition that gave them a 

living room, two offices, and upstairs bedrooms and baths. With 

gables, a porch, and granite windowsills and headers, the expan-

sion gives the house the look and feel of an Irish country home. 

The porch overlooks a large, lush garden landscaped with brick 

paths and old stone troughs shipped from Ireland. Beyond the gar-

den are groves of ash trees, hayfields, and hills. On one side of the 

house, the yard slopes to a round swimming pool and pool house, a 

new stone cottage that looks plucked from the Irish countryside.  

Each evening, Simon and Pia enjoy relaxing on their porch, 

built with cast iron posts that came from an Irish salvage yard. 

They often linger there with friends around an antique refectory  

table, candlelight sparkling on the casual mix of glassware and pot-

tery. “The house itself is unquestionably informal,” says Pia. “It 

reflects the casual manner in which we like to live.” +

Architectural and interior designers: Simon and Pia Pearce

For more information, see sources on page 137
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minority leader

IN SOUTHERN 
CALIFORNIA, ONE 
HOMEBUILDER 
SHOWS THAT 
WHEN IT COMES  
TO CONSTRUCTION 
SITES, SHE KNOWS 
HER STUFF

W R I T T E N  A N D  P ROD U C E D  B Y  K R I S S A  RO S S B U N D     P HOTOG R A P H Y  B Y  M I C H A E L  G A R L A N D
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Catherine Miller can wrangle a to-do list like nobody’s business. 

Research summer camp for the twins, check. Schedule college vis-

its for graduating daughter, check. Buy new putter for golfer son, 

check. Find time for school fundraisers, dental appointments, and 

building a house. Check, check, and check.

Yes, you read that right. Catherine builds houses, including the 

sprawling abode where she lives with her husband, Craig, and their 

four children. As a licensed general contractor, Catherine, an unusual 

player in the male-dominated field of construction, is an expert at the 

nuts and bolts (and floor joists and two-by-fours) of building. She 

started her business in 1997, and almost two decades later offers a full 

range of services—finding properties, constructing houses, and then 

adding the finishing touches of furniture, accessories, and artwork.

“I was the one who loved my Lincoln Logs just as much as my 

Barbie Dream House,” Catherine reminisces of her early affinity 

Loggia A number of outdoor living areas line the house’s exterior. Most notable is 
the loggia, where the Millers frequently entertain. The seating area boasts Lane 
Venture furniture covered in white fabric and piped in blue. Summer Classics 
wicker dining chairs surround the dining table. The fireplace warms the dining 
area on chilly nights, and the striped Sunbrella draperies can be closed for a cozy 
feel. Preceding pages A comfortable sofa and lounge chairs in the family room 
contrast with shapely spool-back chairs. All are from Hickory Chair. Entry hall  

and den Hickory White’s substantial three-drawer chest in the entry hall offers a 
preview of the warm wood tones of birdseye maple that encase the nearby den.

LIKE MOST MOTHERS,
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I WAS THE ONE 
WHO LOVED MY 
LINCOLN LOGS 
AS MUCH AS MY 
BARBIE DREAM 
HOUSE.
—designer/general contractor/

homeowner Catherine Miller

for the construction process. “I studied interior design in college 

but with an emphasis on construction management. After working 

as a project manager at commercial construction companies, I 

wanted to be licensed so I could grow my own business.”

When it came time to break ground on the corner lot where her 

own family’s home would sit in Hidden Hills, a gated equestrian 

enclave north of Los Angeles in the San Fernando Valley, Cathe-

rine took the five “clients” whom she wakes up with every morning 

every bit as seriously as all the other people she serves.

For example, before the “pretty” factor of hardwood floors and 

dynamic artwork ever came into play, Catherine paid close atten-

tion to exactly how the house would sit on its two-acre corner lot. 

She positioned the entrance so that it faces the corner, which al-

lows the structure to extend in either direction. “I have four active 

children who love playing sports,” Catherine explains. “It’s impor-

tant that I can catch a glimpse of them in the backyard from any-

where in the house.”

A classic blue-and-white palette infuses rooms throughout the 

house so they speak the same language, but with slightly different 

dialects. Case in point: In the family room, statement paisley fab-

Dining room Painted-white Chippendale chairs from Hickory Chair support  
the light theme of the house, but make an off-script turn with colorful, 
old-school linen toile covering the seats. The chandelier is from Circa Lighting.  
Hallway In the rotunda of the hallway that leads to the master bedroom,  
a seating area with Lillian August chairs overlooks a small private garden. 



rics steal the show. But the dining room adopts a quieter approach 

that complements the blue-and-white scheme via compatible col-

ors. Painted-white dining furniture offers a gentle transition to the 

grand outdoor drapery panels in oversize stripes that draw atten-

tion to the loggia seating area. 

When Catherine built her family home, she wanted a place 

where she and Craig could unwind. Her attention to detail resulted 

in calm, private spots for the couple as well as places that are meant 

to erupt with the joyful noise of growing kids and their friends.

“The best part about this house is that it allows us to enjoy life 

with so many people around us,” says Catherine. “We love to throw 

gatherings—from holiday celebrations to themed parties such as 

sushi and casino nights. We once even loaded the swimming pool 

with 200 inflatable red lobsters for a summer lobster boil. When I 

see so many people here, I know I’m home.” +

Interior designer and general contractor: Catherine Miller

Architect: William Harrison  

For more information, see sources on page 137

Family Craig and Catherine Miller with their four children, from left, Cassandra, 
18; Cameron, 16; and twins Cade and Canter, 12. Exterior Per Catherine’s 
direction, Atlanta-based architect William Harrison created a Connecticut 
farmhouse-style plan that would wrap the Hidden Hills, California, corner 
lot. The house is affectionately dubbed “Inn on the Green” by the Millers, 
who all golf regularly. Kitchen The open kitchen features a stately island 
topped with Calacatta marble. Bar stools painted white and covered in 
indigo-blue fabric from Sunbrella are extra roomy and comfortable.
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REVIVAL
 ON 
RANDOLPH  
STREET
22 TALENTED DESIGNERS TRANSFORM THREE 
HISTORIC DOWNTOWN PROPERTIES IN NAPA, CALIFORNIA

W R I T T E N  B Y  C L A R A  H A N E B E R G   

P HOTOG R A P H Y  B Y  D U S T I N  P E C K  A N D  M A T T  S A R T A I N

P ROD U C E D  B Y  J E N N Y  B R A D L E Y  P F E F F E R  A N D  L A U R E N  T A P P E R

375 RANDOLPH STREET
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LIKE FINE WINE, SOME HOMES JUST GET 
better with age—especially when nearly two dozen designers coax 

out their vintage charm, as they did with three properties on Ran-

dolph Street in the downtown historic district of Napa, California. 

Selected to be part of the 2015 Napa Valley Showhouse, held in con-

junction with and benefi ting the Napa Valley Film Festival, each 

house possesses a rich history that speaks to the town’s storied past as 

a steamboat port, a railroad hub, and an agricultural center that grew 

into a world-renowned wine district. Shining again are an 1880s Napa 

Bungalow at 367 Randolph Street, a 1935 Tudor Revival at 375 Ran-

dolph, and an 1860 Victorian at 411 Randolph. Join us for a tour.

367 RANDOLPH STREET

411 RANDOLPH STREET



INN ON RANDOLPH STREET

LESLIE KALISH AND GAYLE LEKSAN

Famed for its stint in the early 

1900s as a maternity ward where more than 100 babies were deliv-

ered by the original owner’s midwife-granddaughter, this 1860 Vic-

torian was reborn when Karen and Dan Lynch bought the property 

and re-envisioned it as the Inn on Randolph, a modern bed-and-

breakfast. Leslie Kalish and Gayle Leksan executed the renovation 

of the inn property, which the Lynches have since sold. 

“The sitting room is the first room you see upon entering, and it 

holds the responsibility of setting the tone,” Kalish says. The space is 

blessed with extraordinary bones, which the design team enriched by 

adding window casings, crown moldings, and wainscot wall panels. 

They also totally redecorated every room for a relaxed ambience. 

To give the original built-in secretary a face-lift, the inside shelves 

were painted a dark hue. A woven ottoman, a beige rug, and custom 

 411 
RANDOLPH
STREET
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GUEST COTTAGE—KIM SCODRO

art add to the room’s breezy mood. “The space clearly says, ‘Come sit; 

we’ll take care of you,’ ” Kalish says. 

On a property behind the inn, a small cottage still owned by the 

Lynches beckons in gray, blue, and blush tones after a to-the-studs 

makeover by Kim Scodro. “The bed canopy and low-hanging lan-

tern by Circa Lighting bring the ceiling height down, while the soft 

palette adds comforting freshness,” she says. Throughout the cot-

tage, Scodro targeted relaxation with a sense of sophistication.

An inviting upholstered king bed, tufted sofa, leather ottoman, 

and desk chair by Lee Industries top an overdyed area rug that’s 

laid on reclaimed teak flooring from IndoTeak Design. Antique 

clock hands inject whimsy above the desk. On the far end of the 

bedroom, a white console outfitted with Lenox glassware and chi-

na creates a station for snacks and beverages. 

Sliding barn doors that lead to the adjacent bathroom insert a 

rustic aura into the space, while wall and floor tile from Crossville 

add polish. Emphasizing the shine are a quartz vanity countertop 

by Cambria, twin sinks, and platinum-nickel sink faucets and 

shower fixtures from DXV by American Standard. 

Just outside at the cottage entrance, a  cozy, lush patio fur-

nished with Lee Industries teak table and chairs is “the perfect 

place to relax after a long day of tastings,” Scodro says.



2016 SHOWHOUSE TOUR
Mark your calendar for the 2016 Traditional Home  

Napa Valley Designer Showhouse. Scheduled to open 

November 9 to coincide with the Napa Valley  

Film Festival, the showhouse closes December 4. 

For details, visit traditionalhome.com/Napa2016
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DEN WITH POWDER ROOM

KRISTE MICHELINI

LIVING ROOM 

JOHN LOECKE AND JASON OLIVER NIXON

FRONT PORCH

JENNIFER ORNE

The 1880s Napa Bungalow bought 

by newlyweds Carlisle and Paul Engelhardt—complete with porch 

and Victorian-style corbels—retains its historic charm even though 

it has been entirely restored. Jennifer Orne created a sunny wel-

come on the front porch using Woodard’s clean-lined loveseats with 

powder-coated aluminum frames to flank the door. Potted lemon 

trees add a splash of color. “I wanted to replicate all the citrus from 

the backyard,” Orne says. Yellow and green accent pillows and coor-

dinating garden stools continue the vibrant scheme. Final touches 

include hanging and portable lanterns by Bevolo Gas & Electric 

Lights and dark hickory decking from Azek Building Products.  

John Loecke and Jason Oliver Nixon partnered with Ballard 

Designs to create the colorful living room. Employing textiles from 

their Madcap Cottage collection for Robert Allen, the design duo 

 367
RANDOLPH
STREET

Watch videos with more views of the  

2015 Napa Valley Designer Showhouse, 

“Revival on Randolph Street,” at 

traditionalhome.com/Napa2015
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DINING ROOM

JULIE ROOTES



KITCHEN AND BREAKFAST AREA—LORI GILDER AND REBECCA REYNOLDS



REAR DECK—JENNIFER ORNE

layered the space—anchored by slipper chairs, a round ottoman, 

and a nailhead-trimmed settee—in floral and painterly animal 

prints. “The wallcovering and upholstery really bring our easy-

breezy yet pattern-packed vision to life,” Nixon says. Vintage hard-

back novels team with artwork, an area rug, a floor lamp, and a rat-

tan-scallop tray to complete the retreat.

To lighten up the dark wood-paneled den, Kriste Michelini had 

the walls hand-painted in a dimensional design and added natural 

white fiber shades and linen panels on the windows. Bursts of teal 

and chartreuse adorn the patchwork area rug and vintage lounge 

chairs re-covered in faux-bois velvet. A white pedestal table pairs 

with midcentury walnut chairs to provide the perfect work space or 

eating area. The globe chandelier overhead is the designer’s favorite. 

In the dining room, designed by Julie Rootes, custom pearles-

cent paint and a decorative cut-paper treatment lend dimension to 

the ceiling and walls. “Soft curves juxtapose the existing linear 

wood paneling,” Rootes says—note the disk dining table, vintage 

cane-back chairs, and silk rug with abacus-bead motif. Curvy pot-

tery by Sara Paloma pops against the turquoise lacquer interior of 

the original built-in cabinet. The designer attached knob hardware 

to corks to create the dazzling wine-stopper display. A one-of-a-

kind brushed-nickel chandelier commands attention. 

 “A crisp white backdrop was the ideal canvas for building the lay-

ers of this classic yet modern kitchen,” says Lori Gilder, who col-

laborated with Rebecca Reynolds to design the character-filled 

room. For a fresh spin on the ever-popular subway tile installation, 

they extended Crossville’s matte white tile backsplash from the 

Cambria countertops to the ceiling. Tracery detailing draws eyes up-

ward and injects architectural interest. The farmhouse-style sink 

and pull-down faucet below the double-hung window are from DXV 

by American Standard. Viking’s dual-fuel range, custom hood, pan-

eled refrigerator, and undercounter microwave ensure the kitchen 

is equipped for entertaining. White Shaker-style cabinets and a mo-

bile oak island by Medallion Cabinetry keep clutter tucked away and 

increase efficiency. In the breakfast nook, a new door and window 

from Marvin open the space to the deck beyond. A tufted-leather 

banquette, a modern white tulip table, and vintage bistro chairs dis-

covered in Berkeley expertly blend old with new. Across from the 

table, bark wallcovering serves as an organic backdrop for barware. 

Patterned black-and-white cement floor tiles insert flair. 

Returning outdoors, the back deck—also designed by Jennifer 

Orne—is punctuated by pops of bright yellow. The coffee table, ot-

toman, and high-back wicker sofa and barrel chair are by Woodard. 

Garden stools perform double duty, serving as side tables or extra 
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GUEST BEDROOM

COURTNEY LAKE

seating. Azek Building Product’s white “Premier Rail” outlines the 

deck, echoing the area rug’s awning stripes. “The Woodard dining 

table was such a hit,” Orne says. Featuring an aluminum top paint-

ed to look like wood, “the finish was so convincing you had to touch 

it to know the difference.” The copper lanterns are by Bevolo Gas & 

Electric Lights. Cushioned lounge chairs and an ottoman form a 

conversation area on the lawn. 

The central hall by Bryan Tapper features rich brown walls and 

crisp white trim paint from Pratt & Lambert. A trio of Circa Light-

ing’s hanging pendants with paper shades illuminates with impact. 

 “It felt like a waste to have a guest room that wouldn’t be used for 

a majority of the year,” says Courtney Lake, taking into account the 

home’s small footprint. Incorporating floor-to-ceiling draperies al-

lows the space to be divided into two multipurpose areas. The modu-

lar banquette with underseat shelving reconfigures into an oversize 

twin bed. “Someone can take a nap by drawing the drapes, and an-

other person can read in the comfy armchair,” the designer explains. 

Moody textiles in cool tones call to mind foggy Napa mornings. A 

leather stool invites guests to put up their feet, while the round table 

is ideal for eating, correspondence, or playing games. 

Exuding a spa-like ambience, the peaceful bath by Lisa Mende 

entices guests to take a soak. Porcelain tiles from Crossville, remi-

niscent of marble, adorn the floor and walls. “The floor tiles were 

laid in a herringbone pattern to give the traditional look an updat-

ed feel,” Mende says. Thibaut’s “Tulsi Block Print” wallcovering 

creates a soothing palette of aqua and white and is accompanied by 

gray and lavender accents—see the Roman shade’s grosgrain rib-

bon and the striped hand towel atop the burnished stag-leg stool. 

Circa Lighting’s star-motif sconces flank the mirror above the con-

sole sink with a platinum-nickel faucet—both from DXV by Ameri-

can Standard. A vintage chandelier completes the luxurious oasis. 

David Hansen wanted the master bedroom to cultivate an unex-

pected and well-traveled aura—note the patterned duvet cover and 

pillow shams inspired by Milan’s streetcar tracks. The designer ful-

ly committed to Pratt & Lambert’s “Dusk Sky” paint, using it on the 

walls and trim, with a related shade on the ceiling. “Applying the 

same color on everything—even the window treatment—allowed 

the furniture pieces to become the ‘heroes,’ ” Hansen says. White 

bedside tables topped with fluted lamps team with orange and fuch-

sia flowers to spice up the cool-blue palette. Large artwork and a 

vibrant area rug make the small 10x12-foot space seem bigger. The 

custom master closet, outfitted with a TCS Closets system by The 

Container Store, is “a beacon of efficiency.” Aspen-finish shelving 

and soft-close drawers organize in style. 
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BATH

LISA MENDE

MASTER BEDROOM

DAVID HANSEN
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BRYAN TAPPER



LIVING ROOM 

MATT O’DORISIO

This two-story 1935 Tudor Revival 

was originally a wedding gift for Hector and Dorothy MacLean, 

film aficionados who had their moment of silver-screen glory in 

1958 in the Rock Hudson film This Earth Is Mine. Another star now 

owns the home, brilliant young winemaker Drew Neiman. He es-

tablished Neiman Cellars in 1997, handcrafting artisan small-batch 

wines that are served at such fine establishments as The French 

Laundry and The Beverly Hills Hotel. A dozen designers lent their 

talents to refresh Drew’s home, which includes an office, a back-

yard patio, and an upstairs master suite.  

Guests first enter the living room, a space that Matt O’Dorisio 

wanted to appear larger. To accomplish that, he targeted the fireplace 

and windows. Ivory draperies and woven shades frame the windows 

while textured porcelain Laminam from Crossville was used to reface 

 375
RANDOLPH
STREET

DINING ROOM 

ELENA CALABRESE
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KITCHEN, BREAKFAST NOOK, AND PANTRY—CATHERINE MACFEE AND JUSTINE MACFEE
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the fireplace. A new Napoleon fireplace insert is accented by a dis-

tinctive bronze firescreen embellished with Brazilian agate. “Playing 

with the scale of everything added interest and helped give the illu-

sion the space is bigger than it is,” the designer says. The sofa, plaid 

chair, and pair of green leather chairs are all from CR Laine. A vintage 

wine table holds Circa Lighting’s sculptural gilt lamp. The modern 

Afghan kilim layered atop a sisal rug “adds warmth and texture.”

Keeping to the texture-filled theme, Elena Calabrese selected a 

shimmery plaster treatment to wrap the adjoining dining room 

walls. Vintage chrome chairs surround McGuire’s graphic lime-

stone-top pedestal table. “The table embodies the feel we wanted to 

evoke—earthy yet sophisticated,” Calabrese says. Gold perforated 

linen sheers accentuate the brass-bead-studded valances while a 

spotted hide rug warms the floor. Mad Men’s Don Draper inspired 

the bookshelf’s decorative accents. 

 “We respected the architecture and wanted it to feel classic yet 

fresh,” says Catherine Macfee, who partnered with her daughter, 

Justine Macfee, to design the winemaker’s kitchen. Finishes—see the 

rust-hue hood, the black cabinets by Medallion Cabinetry, and tile 

backsplash—honor the Tudor Revival’s history. Reclaimed wood 

shelving maximizes storage while Thermador’s 36-inch range, stain-

less-steel dishwasher, and spacious refrigerator assure the cooking 



HOME OFFICE—ERINN VALENCICH
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GUEST ROOM—NANETTE GORDON



MAIN BATH—MIYUKI YAMAGUCHI

space is well-appointed. Cambria quartz countertops dress the metal-

paneled dining peninsula, surrounded by black leather bar stools. 

“The breakfast nook is all about cozy seating and using space wise-

ly,” says Justine Macfee. A banquette layered with pillows provides 

ample space for guests. Roman shades, framed art, and an oversize 

timpani drum light finish the hideaway. The pantry is all about color, 

thanks to Crossville’s custom tile backsplash designed by the Macfees 

and to Pratt & Lambert’s “Mt. Vernon Green” painted walls. Leather 

pulls accent the Medallion Cabinetry, finished with a slate-gray quartz 

countertop from Cambria. A wine refrigerator from Thermador keeps 

libations cool and well-presented. The sink and bronze bar faucet are 

from DXV by American Standard. Glassware is from Simon Pearce.  

For the office, “I wanted a functional space for a no-fuss kind of 

guy,” says Erinn Valencich. Textured window treatments and an ex-

quisite, soft-gray sisal wallcovering jump-started the design. “I fell 

absolutely in love with the white sheer draperies’ ‘fuzzy’ textured 

lines,” the designer says. Continuing the neutral, nubby theme are 

the pillow-adorned daybed and the faded vintage rug. The camel 

side table originally belonged to Valencich’s grandmother. Both the 

brushed-brass chair and distressed leather desk are from her Erinn 

V. furniture collection. The large porcelain vase overflowing with 

greenery is by Rookwood for Mottahedeh. 

Envisioning the homeowner’s mother as the primary guest room 

inhabitant, Nanette Gordon fashioned a feminine escape in tranquil 

tones. The bed, complete with an oversize tufted headboard and a 

Frette cashmere bedspread, exudes comfort. A sunburst mirror, pol-

ished-nickel pendant lights, and a sweet, curved bench turn up the 

glamour while linen shades let sunlight stream in through the win-

dows. Across the room, an antique mirrored chest pairs with framed 

feather art and a club chair upholstered in chunky bouclé. Gordon 

transformed a closet into a secluded nook with a  cushioned seat. 

Nestled between the guest room and office, the downstairs bath 

by Miyuki Yamaguchi celebrates “the wonder of wine country.” The 

barn-style vanity cabinet, birdcage murals, and timber mirror “all 

play a role in expressing my Napa nature theme,” Yamaguchi says. 

Crossville tile adorns the bath floor and the shower. The polished-

chrome showerhead and fittings, as well as the vanity, are from DXV 

by American Standard. The sconces are from Circa Lighting.

“Masculine yet approachable” is how Kerrie Kelly describes the 

upstairs master suite. Located in what is typically considered the attic, 

its roof pitch and sparse wall space proved challenging for the design-

er. There wasn’t enough depth to build a bookshelf in the sitting room, 

so Kelly instead applied a wallcovering that playfully creates the look 

of one. Underneath navy blue pinstripe chairs by Wesley Hall, a hide 
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MASTER SUITE

KERRIE KELLY
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MASTER CLOSET

LIZETTE MARIE BRUCKSTEIN

MASTER BATH

LESLIE KALISH AND  

GAYLE LEKSAN



BACKYARD PATIO

BRYAN TAPPER

rug is laid atop natural jute for added texture. In the bedroom, artwork 

commissioned from Kelly O’Neal crowns the built-in bench. Double-

bordered bed linens and a hand-knotted rug mingle with antiques dis-

covered in Napa Valley. The pillows and headboard are upholstered in 

Kerrie Kelly Design Lab’s fabric line for Guildery. Circa Lighting’s gilt 

wall sconces and orb ceiling light cap the dream suite. 

Leslie Kalish and Gayle Leksan designed the masculine master 

bath, enveloping the room in rich warmth with “Muffin Tan” paint 

from Pratt & Lambert. The freestanding soaking tub and floor-mount 

bathtub faucet are from DXV by American Standard. A root branch, 

woven ottoman, and blond hide rug enhance the earthy vibe.  

The master closet “marries the functionality of closet space with 

the feeling of a high-end clothier boutique,” Lizette Marie Bruck-

stein says of her dark and moody design. A tufted-leather wing chair 

joins a serpent rug and sculptural table stacked with candles. The L-

shape copper clothing rod organizes apparel while vintage wooden 

boxes corral shoes. An extravagant chandelier lures eyes. 

The backyard patio designed by Bryan Tapper is the perfect place 

to enjoy a glass of vino. Positioned under a draped pergola, Woodard’s 

dining table and chairs call for a group gathering. Pumpkins and cop-

per lanterns by Bevolo Gas & Electric Lights serve as final touches. +

For information on designers and products, see sources on page 137

Our sincere gratitude to the 
generous sponsors who 

made this showhouse possible: 

Azek Building Products

Cambria

Crossville

Lee Industries

Rookwood for Mottahedeh

Thermador

Ballard Designs

Circa Lighting

DXV by American Standard

Lenox

Pratt & Lambert Paints

Viking

Bevolo Gas & Electric Lights

CR Laine

IndoTeak Design

Medallion Cabinetry

TCS by The Container Store

Woodard
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Resource
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availability of items or services. No information is available about items not listed.

(“Studio Italia Orte-P2”); flooring (Mocha Brown 
Limestone, honed): Ceramic Technics, ceramictechnics.com. 
Hanging light (“Victorian Hotel Pendant, Large”); wall 
sconces (“Nolan Single Sconce”): Restoration Hardware, 
rh.com. Rug runner (wool, from Jaipur, India); antique 
temple lacquer bowl (from Myanmar); table under temple 
bowl; foo dogs (from Ubud, Bali); antique wood figure on 
towel cabinet (from Myanmar): owner’s collection. Bathtub 
(“Andrea”): MTI Baths, mtibaths.com. Tub faucet (“Purist 
Floor-Mount Bath Filler with Handshower” #K-T97328-4): 
Kohler, kohler.com. Vanity (“Hutton Extra-Wide Single 
Washstand”/Dark Espresso); mirror (“Modern Traditional 
Pivot Mirror”): Restoration Hardware, rh.com. Vanity sink 
(“Purist Wading Pool Sink,” Three Hole, White): Kohler, 
kohler.com. Vanity faucet (“One Basin Faucet Set, 
Gooseneck Spout, Cross Handles” #P24490): Kallista, 
kallista.com. Chinese ceramic bud vases: Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, metmuseum.org. GUEST BEDROOM—Wall 
paint (“Dorset Gold” #HC-8): Benjamin Moore, bejamin-
moore.com. Pendant light (“Paris Petal Pendant”): by Vern 
Yip for Stonegate Designs, stonegatedesigns.com. Bed: 
antique. Concentric circles Eurosham fabric (#03353 in 
Umber); trim (#03315 in Spice); blue pillow sham 
(“Manhattan Texture”/Capri #03350); flange trim on blue 
sham (“Manhattan Texture”/Mustard #03350); patterned 
trim on blue sham (#03321 in Gold); orange bolster pillow 
(“Rosemary Linen”/Spice #03351); trim on bolster pillow 
(#03317 in Orange); duvet fabric (“Exotic Sky” #03373); 
drapery (“Manhattan Texture”/Mustard #03350); drapery 
trim (#03321 in Mist): Vern Yip for Trend, trend-fabrics.
com. Drapery rods (“Custom Estate Antique Nickel Rods”); 
finials (“Custom Estate Metal Ball Finials”): Restoration 
Hardware, rh.com. Chinese bamboo altar table: antique. 
Lamps on altar table (discontinued): Circa Lighting, 
circalighting.com. Blue-and-white wave glass vase on altar 
table (“Hand-Dipped Glass Vase” #71393); aqua-and-white 
wave glass vase on altar table (“Hand-Dipped Glass Vase” 
#71395): by Vern Yip. Armoire; area rug; sofa: owner’s 
collection. Art behind bed (from Hong Kong): antique prints. 
Pillow at left on sofa (“Rosemary Linen”/Linen #03351); 
center pillow (#03357 in Gold); pillow at right (“Manhattan 
Texture”/Capri #03350); pillow trim (#03320 in Orange): 
Vern Yip for Trend, trend-fabrics.com. Table in front of sofa 
(Chinese, family heirloom): antique.  

PAGES 98–105
SIMPLY BRILLIANT

Architectural and interior designers: Simon and Pia 
Pearce.
PAGES 98–99. FAMILY ROOM VIGNETTE—Coffee table: 
antique. Black vase on coffee table (“PURE Caledonia Slate 
Vase” #5595); small bowl (“Kevin Pearce Love Your Brain 
Bowl” #7594); hurricane (“Kevin Pearce Love Your Brain 
Hurricane” #6650); Buddha (“Glass Buddha”/Medium 
#6159): Simon Pearce, simonpearce.com. FAMILY 

ROOM—Drapery (traditional horse blanket wool): Kerry 
Woolen Mills, kerrywoolenmills.ie. Art above fireplace (by 
Patrick Scott); sofa; lounge chair; orange throw; chair in 
foreground (by Finn Juhl); pillow on chair: owner’s 
collection. Coffee table: antique. Hurricanes on mantel 
(“Revere Hurricane”/Large #4263 and Medium #1172); 
vase on table beside fireplace (“PURE Orleans Vase”/
Medium #5916); lamp on table by fireplace (“Warren 
Lamp”/Large #5341 with Linen Barrel Shade in Natural 
#4983): Simon Pearce, simonpearce.com. 
PAGES 100–101. LIVING ROOM—Art above fireplace (by 
Patrick Scott); area rug (silk); cofee table: owner’s 
collection. Sofas: Restoration Hardware, rh.com. Vase 
holding flowers (“PURE Crystalline Newfane Vase” 
#5896): Simon Pearce, simonpearce.com. Large wooden 
bowl (by Keith Mosse): Keith Mosse Bespoke Furniture, 
011 353 056 772 7948. Turned wood floor lamps; alpaca 
throw: discontinued.
PAGES 102–103. KITCHEN POTTERY VIGNETTE—Crock 
with lid (by Richard Batterham); vase holding flowers (by 
Richard Batterham);  jars in cabinet: owner’s collection. 
Black-and-white jug (Shanagarry Pottery by Philip Pearce): 
available through Stephen Pearce Pottery, stephenpearce 
.com. KITCHEN SHELVES—Bowls (“Cavendish Petite Bowl” 
#1820); dinner plates (“Belmont Dinner Plate” #1796); side 
plates (“Cavendish Side Plate” #1806); wine glasses (“Barre 
White Wine” #1188); goblets (“Barre Goblet” #1191); mugs 

ued): Donghia, donghia.com. Sofa fabric (“Trellis”/Siamese 
Taupe #3324/07): Jim Thompson Fabrics, jimthompsonfab-
rics.com. Pillows on sofa (discontinued); trim (discontin-
ued); side table (custom design): Vern Yip, vernyip.com. 
Hurricane lamps (“Burton Hurricane” #145517, by Porta 
Forma): Frontgate, frontgate.com. Camel on sofa side table 
(from Koh Samui, Thailand); large lacquer temple bowl 
(purchased in Myanmar); wooden Ganesh on pedestal 
(purchased in Varanasi, India): owner’s collection. Pedestal: 
custom. Figure on top of left bookcase (from Cortona, Italy); 
figure on top of right bookcase (from Thimpu, Bhutan): 
antique. Chinese horse by bookcase; concrete dog: 
antique. Table under Chinese horse (“Mahogany and 
Verdigris Brass Center Table,” Althorp Collection, 
discontinued): Theodore Alexander, theodorealexander 
.com. Photograph by bookcase (Approaching Shadow, 
1954): by Fan Ho, fanhophotography.com.  Photograph 
behind dog (Ukrainian Pavilion, 2003): by Andrew Moore, 
andrewlmoore.com. Wooden chair by Ganesh figure: 
owner’s collection.  TOWARD MANTEL—Chinese cabinet: 
antique. Pedestals: custom. Burmese angel figure 
(Mandalay period); Burmese figure with deer headdress 
(Mandalay period); teak spirit horse on Chinese cabinet; 
paintings: purchased in Thailand. Photographs on mantel: 
by Arno Rafael-Minkkinen, arno-rafael-minkkinen.com. 
Pair of chairs (from office building lobby, modeled after Le 
Corbusier’s “Grand Confort” chairs): owner’s collection. 
Side table (“Clover Occasional Table”): Frontgate, 
frontgate.com. Red bowl holding orchids (from China): 
antique. DINING ROOM—Wall paint (“Porpoise” #SW 
7047); ceiling and trim paint (“Alabaster” #SW 7008): 
Sherwin-Williams, sherwin-williams.com. Hanging lights 
(“Top SI Coax, Clear”): LBL Lighting, lbllighting.com. Area 
rug: Designer Carpets, designer-carpets.net. Dining table: 
antique. Host chairs (Hudson Parsons Collection): Restora-
tion Hardware, rh.com. Side chairs (“Sasha Upholstered 
Dining Side Chair”): Crate & Barrel, crateandbarrel.com. 
Host-chair fabric (#03370 in Charcoal); host-chair trim 
(#03315 in Poppy); pillows on host chairs (#03373 in Gray); 
pillow trim (#03315 in Poppy); side-chair fabric 
(“Rosemary Linen”/Brick #03351); side-chair trim 
(#03315 in Spice); table runner (#03366 in Spice); trim on 
table runner (#03324 in Orange Poppy); drapery (#03352 
in Spice); drapery trim (#03324 in Orange Poppy): Vern 
Yip for Trend, trend-fabrics.com. Drapery hardware 
(“Custom Estate Silver Rods”); finials (“Custom Estate 
Newel Finials”): Restoration Hardware, rh.com. Tall 
candlesticks flanking mantel: antique. Art over mantel 
(Chinese); Chinese cabinet left of mantel: antique. Cabinet 
to right of mantel (custom design): Vern Yip, vernyip.com. 
Figure on cabinet (from Chiang Mai, Thailand): antique.  
PAGES 96–97. MASTER BEDROOM—Wall paint (“Functional 
Gray” #SW 7024); ceiling and trim paint (“Alabaster” #SW 
7008): Sherwin-Williams, sherwin-williams.com. 
Chandelier (discontinued): Restoration Hardware, rh.com. 
Area rug (from Jaipur, India): owner’s collection. Drapery: 
Silk Trading Co., silktrading.com. Drapery rods (“Custom 
Estate Extension Rods”/Silver); finials (“Custom Estate 
Crystal Square Finials”): Restoration Hardware, rh.com. Bed 
(“Modern Metropolis Bed”); bed fabric (leather): Ralph 
Lauren Home, ralphlaurenhome.com. Pillow sham (red 
wedding pillow from Marrakech): antique. Duvet, print 
(“Kosa Pan”/Espresso #3379/01): Jim Thompson fabrics, 
jimthompsonfabrics.com. Duvet, solid (“Manhattan 
Texture”/Granite #03350); tape trim on duvet (“Manhattan 
Texture”/Charcoal #03324): Vern Yip for Trend, 
trend-fabrics.com. Italian glass lamp (“Vaso,” discontin-
ued); chairs (“Berlin Club Chair” #00501-001); chair fabric 
(“Nicholas,” discontinued); leather ottoman (“Hassock 
Hexagon” #OTF-09006-001-2012-5151); ottoman fabric 
(“Lucky Leather” #L0008): Donghia, donghia.com. 
Cashmere pillows (from Mongolia); geometric pillows on 
chairs (from Istanbul, Turkey): owner’s collection. 
Photograph above bed (Immortal #14 (Rie), 2010, by Vee 
Speers);  photograph above mantel (by Mona Kuhn); 
photograph to right of window (Ton’s Creation, 1999, by 
Mona Kuhn): Jackson Fine Art, jacksonfineart.com. Tables 
by window: Stanton Home Furnishings, stantonhomefur-
nishings.com. Urns on tables (“English-made Horn of Plenty 
urns): Detroit Garden Works, detroitgardenworks.com. 
MASTER BATHROOM—Wall paint (“Anew Gray” #SW 
7030): Sherwin-Williams, sherwin-williams.com. Wall tile 

PAGES 56–60
KITCHENS: TRADING PLACES

Interior designer: Blair Harris, Blair Harris Interior Design, 
33 W. 12th St., Suite 7W, New York, NY 10011; 917/265-8519, 
blairharris.com. Kitchen designer: Randy O’Kane, Senior 
Designer, Bilotta Kitchens, 564 Mamaroneck Ave., 
Mamaroneck, NY 10543; 914/381-7734 and 866/245-6882, 
bilotta.com. Builder: Aran Construction Inc., 257 Pantigo 
Rd., East Hampton, NY 11937; 631/324-3300, araninc.com. 
PAGES 56–60. KITCHEN—Cabinetry (1-inch thick doors, 
Plain Inset, Shaker style; drawer boxes are Dovetail in 
walnut): Bilotta Custom, bilotta.com. Cabinetry paint 
(“Railings” #31): Farrow & Ball, farrow-ball.com. Cabinetry 
hardware (“Massey Drawer Pulls”/Unlacquered Brass): 
Rejuvenation, rejuvenation.com. Floating shelves (walnut 
with Hafele LED lighting): Aran Construction, araninc.com. 
Salad bowl on top shelf (“Astier de Villatte Victor Salad 
Bowl” #CPBVCT2): Sue Fisher King, suefisherking.com. 
Countertops: Vermont soapstone. Backsplash (Vermeere 
Ceramic Tile/Alpine Lace color with Crackle finish,” 3x6 
inch, #199-C1-311-601, Manhattan Series): Complete Tile 
Collection, completetile.com. Refrigerator/freezer 
(36-inch): Sub-Zero, subzero-wolf.com. Range (“Chagny,” 
40-inch): Lacanche, frenchranges.com. Range hood 
(custom): Aran Construction, araninc.com. Hood blower: 
Vent-A-Hood, ventahood.com. Dishwasher (Incognito 
series, discontinued): Miele, mieleusa.com. Sink (“Wells 
Soapstone Farmhouse Sink,” custom): Vermont Soapstone 
Co., vermontsoapstone.com. Faucet (“Easton Bridge 
Faucet”): Waterworks, waterworks.com. Wall paint (“Pale 
Oak” #OC-20); trim paint (“Dove Wing” #OC-18). 
Benjamin Moore, benjaminmoore.com. Lighting (“Twig” 
series/Dark Bronze and Brass, custom): Apparatus Studio, 
apparatusstudio.com. Microwave: Panasonic, shop 
.panasonic.com. Counter stools (“Gordon Stool”/
Whitewash): Lostine, lostine.com. Flooring: oak.  

PAGES 89–97
PRETTY PRACTICAL

Architectural and interior designer: Vern Yip,  
vernyip.com.  
PAGE 89. PAVILION—Sofa, chair, and ottoman 
(“Palermo”/Bronze); ottoman, double chaises 
(“Palermo”); coffee table (“Metropolitan”/Panther by Porta 
Forma); black-and-white stool/side table (“Cadiz”); 
throw pillow (“Safari Graphic Outdoor,” discontinued); 
throw pillow (“Trellis Jade Outdoor,” discontinued, for 
similar, “Dynasty Monogram Jade Outdoor Pillow” 
#149912); throw pillow (“Zebra Outdoor,” discontinued, for 
similar, “Embroidered Zebra Pillow” #114804); rug 
(“Labyrinth Outdoor Rug” #149637, colorway discontin-
ued); drapery (“Outdoor Drapery Panel”/Sand): Frontgate, 
frontgate.com. Light fixture (“Wine Barrel Chandelier”): 
Restoration Hardware, rh.com. Candlesticks (concrete); 
foo dogs (white ceramic): by Vern Yip.    
PAGES 90–91. FOYER—Wall paint (“Amazing Gray” #SW 
7044); ceiling and trim paint (“Alabaster” #SW 7008): 
Sherwin-Williams, sherwin-williams.com. Chandelier 
(custom): Baccarat, baccarat.com. Pedestal table: family 
heirloom. White circle ceramic column vase on table; 
geometric concrete container: by Vern Yip. Scented 
candle in gold faceted glass dish (“Five Spice Faceted 
Glass Candle” #70676): Vern Yip for Boulevard Décor, 
blvddecor.com. Area rug: Designer Carpets, designer-car-
pets.net. Red photograph: Harriet Leibowitz, harrietleibow-
itz.com. Thai roof spires (purchased in Thailand); Chinese 
tall stands; bench: antique. Bench fabric (“Manhattan 
Texture”/Natural #03350); bench pillows (“Manhattan 
Texture”/Poppy #03350): Vern Yip for Trend, trend-fabrics 
.com. STAIRWAY AREA—Cabinet cover (“Rosemary 
Linen”/Linen #03351); trim (#03317 in Elephant): Vern Yip 
for Trend, trend-fabrics.com. Faus bois concrete container 
(“Tall Box Planter” #71452): by Vern Yip. Lamp: discontin-
ued. Photograph on stair wall (after Horst P. Horst’s Jackie, 
from Muniz’ Diamond Divas Collection): Vik Muniz, 
vikmuniz.net. Candlesticks: owner’s collection. 
PAGES 92–95. LIVING ROOM—Wall paint (“Worldly Gray” 
#SW 7043); ceiling and trim paint (“Alabaster” #SW 
7008): Sherwin-Williams, sherwin-williams.com. Pendant 
lights (“Pearson,” discontinued): Restoration Hardware, 
rh.com. Area rug (from Marrakech): antique. Sofas 
(“Noble” #04603-001); coffee tables (“Torrey,” discontin- ➤
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Cottage for Robert Allen@Home, Robert Allen, robertallen-
design.com. Chaise lounge (“Selma Right Arm Chaise” 
#UH018); chaise fabric (“Queens Velvet Gray Fabric By The 
Yard” #FFO16VGY); plain drapery (“Suzanne Kasler 
Signature 13 oz. Linen Peony Fabric by The Yard 
Peony”#FF047PEO); table lamp (“Luciana Table Lamp”/
Distressed Blue #LA002); botanicals (“Bunny Williams 
Botanical Framed Print” #WG290); bust on mantel (“Evelyn 
Terra Cotta Bust Planter” #AO062); urn by mantel 
(discontinued): Ballard Designs, ballarddesigns.com. 
411 Randolph Street:  
PAGES 114—115. For information see below.

411 RANDOLPH STREET

Sitting room designer: Leslie Kalish, LMK Interiors, 1009 
Oak Hill Rd., Site 301, Lafayette, CA 94549, lmkinteriors.com.
PAGES 116–117. Area rug (Serenity Collection #ST-11 Beige): 
Jaunty Inc., jauntyinc.com. Settee (#1840-10); fabric 
(#7045-93); desk chair; lounge chairs: Pearson, pearsonco 
.com. Round ottoman (“Edurne”): Made Goods, madegoods 
.com. Art above mantel: by Tjasa Owen, tjasaowen.com.   

Carriage house designer: Kim Scodro, Kim Scodro 
Interiors, 303 W. Wacker Drive, Suite 1130; Chicago, IL 
60601; 312/925-8023, kimscodro.com.  
PAGES 118–119. Wallpaper (“Shang Extra Fine Sisal” 
#T41161): Thibaut, thibautdesign.com. Ceiling and trim 
paint (“China White” #33-8): Pratt & Lambert, prattandlam-
bert.com. Hanging light (“Darlana Extra Large Lantern” 
#CHC2177): Circa Lighting, circalighting.com. Area rug 
(antique Persian overdyed wool rug #15256): Aga John 
Oriental Rugs, agajohnrugssf.com. Window shade and bed 
drapery (“Rosario”/Cream #4357); throw pillows on bed 
(“Bellagio”/Blush #4571): Pindler, pindler.com. Bed (Square 
King Bed”); bed fabric (“Metric”/Ocean); welt (Ruffin”/
Ivory); sofa (“Apartment Sofa” #1758-11); sofa fabric 
(“Barnes”/Spa); bench (“Leather Ottoman”/Whitewash 
#L9078-00); leather bench fabric (“Serengeti”/Natural); 
desk chair (#5978-01); desk-chair fabric (“Turk”/Canyon): 
Lee Industries, leeindustries.com. Bed linens (Hotel 
Collection): Frette, frette.com. Duvet (custom design by Lind-
say Cowles): through Bradley, bradley-usa.com. Mirror 
(“Dawn”): Made Goods, madegoods.com. Pillows on sofa 
(“Bewitching”/Creme #21780.1): Kravet, kravet.com. Art (by 
Donna Hughes): Bradley, bradley-usa.com. Desk (“Corbin 
Desk” #DOV2121): Dovetail Furniture, dovetailfurniture.info. 
Wall light (“Boston Functional Single Arm Library Light” 
#SL2922): Circa Lighting, circalighting.com. Clock hands 
(“Antique French Iron Clock Hands” #AC135): Relics 
Architectural Home & Garden, relicsaz.com. Glassware on 
desk (“Marchesa Imperial Caviar 2-pc. Highball Glass Set”); 
decanter on desk (“Tuscany Classics Crystal Pierced 
Decanter”): Lenox, lenox.com. Flooring (5¼-inch natural 
patina pre-finished drift): IndoTeak Design, indoteakdesign 
.com. Floor heating system: Nuheat, nuheat.com. 
CABINET—White cabinet (“Melissa Console”/Cream 
Pearlized): Bradley, bradley-usa.com. Striped vase (“Hanna 
Drip Vase”): Curated Kravet, curatedkravet.com. Tea cups 
and saucers (“Marchesa Gilded”); decanter (“Tuscany 
Classics Crystal Decanter”); stemware (“Marchesa Rose”): 
Lenox, lenox.com. BATHROOM—Sliding doors to 
bathroom: Rustica Hardware, rusticahardware.com. Wall 
tile (“1812 Overture”/Gloss #WT18 4-12 inches, set in 
herringbone pattern, Color By Numbers Series); floor tile 
(“Virtue” #AV261): Crossville Inc., crossvilleinc.com. Ceiling 
paint (“China White” #33-8): Pratt & Lambert, prattandlam-
bert.com. Sheepskin rug: Sonoma Country Antiques, 
sonomaantiques.com. Vanity cabinet: custom. Vanity coun-
tertop (“Brittanicca” marble): Cambria, cambriausa.com. 
Sinks (“Pop Petite Rectangle UnderCounter Bathroom 
Sink”/Canvas White #D20110000.415); faucet (“Landfair 
Bridge Bathroom Faucet”/Platinum Nickel #D35107254.150); 
shower fixtures (“Landfair Person Shower Set with Hand 
Shower”/Platinum Nickel #D35107780.150): DXV by 
American Standard, dxv.com. Mirrors (“Bella Triangular 
Mirror”/Polished Nickel #325049): Interlude, interlude-
home.com. Lights (French Library Single Wall Lamp” 
#S2601): Circa Lighting, circalighting.com. Bedroom 
flooring (5¼-inch natural patina pre-finished drift): 
IndoTeak Design, indoteakdesign.com. PATIO—Table (“Teak 
Outdoor Cocktail Table” #7574-72); chairs (“Teak Shin 
Toaster Outdoor Chair” #7576/01); chair fabric (“Spinna-
ker”/Salt): Lee Industries, leeindustries.com. Pillows on 
chairs (“Hanley”/Indigo #5167): Pindler, pindler.com. 

367 RANDOLPH STREET

Living room designers: John Loecke and Jason Oliver 
Nixon, Madcap Cottage, 128 Church Ave., High Point, NC 
27262; 917/513-9143, madcapcottage.com.  
PAGE 120. Wallcovering (“Bermuda Bay” fabric/Oyster); 
patterned seat-cushion fabric on chairs (“Isleboro Eve”/
Pool); pillows on chairs (“Mill Reef” in Rhubarb and in Pool): 
Madcap Cottage for Robert Allen@Home, Robert Allen, 
robertallendesign.com. Plain fabric on chairs (“Garrison 
Linen”/Teal”); ottoman fabric (“Garrison Linen”/
Honeycomb): Robert Allen, robertallendesign.com. 

PAGES 108–109. LOGGIA SEATING AREA—Drapery: 
Sunbrella, sunbrella.com. Flooring (Pennsylvania Blue 
Stone): Bourget Brothers, 310/450-6556. Sofa (“Colin” 
#812-03); chairs (“Colin” #812-01); ottoman (“Colin” 
#812-05): Lane Venture laneventure.com. Pillow fabric 
(“Bay Island”/Indigo #LFY50375F): Ralph Lauren Home, 
ralphlaurenhome.com. Cocktail table (“Dutch Industrial 
Coffee Table” #61470002NATL): Restoration Hardware, 
rh.com. Shell container for plant: discontinued. LOGGIA 

DINING AREA—Ceiling paint (“Wood Ceilings Super 
White”): Benjamin Moore, benjaminmoore.com. Flooring 
(“Pennsylvania Blue Stone”): Bourget Brothers, 310/450-
6556. Fireplace fabricator: ISO-Cal, 805/484-7350. Dining 
table (“French Beam Teak Rectangular Dining Table”): 
Restoration Hardware, rh.com. Wicker dining chairs 
(“Sedona” #3471); chair fabric: Summer Classics, 
summerclassics.com. Dinnerware (“Mandarin Blue,” by 
Ralph Lauren, discontinued): Replacements, replacements 
.com. Stemware; napkins (by Fateba); white lanterns: 
owner’s collection. Wicker placemats (“Natural Water Hya-
cinth Placmeat”): Sur La Table, surlatable.com. Hanging 
light (“Large Sussex Hanging Lantern”#CHO5033); wall 
lantern (“Medium Sussex Bracket Lantern” #CHO2032): 
Circa Lighting, circalighting.com.   
PAGES 110–111. DINING ROOM—Wall and trim paint 
(custom): Benjamin Moore, benjaminmoore.com. Drapery 
(“Neighbor”): Fabricut, fabricut.com. Chandelier (“King 
George Grande Balustrade Chandelier” #CHC1143): Circa 
Lighting, circalighting.com. Dining table (“Sheraton Dining 
Top #2798-70  and base #2799-70 in color Soleil, 
discontinued); dining chairs (“Rhode Island Chippendale 
Side Chair” #810-02): Hickory Chair, hickorychair.com. 
Stemware (“Kelsey Platinum”): Waterford, waterford.com. 
Dinnerware (“Madison Platine,” by Bernardaud, 
discontinued): Replacements, replacements.com. Flatware 
(“Francis”): Reed & Barton, reedandbarton.com. Placemats 
and napkins: Horchow, horchow.com. Sideboard 
(#2131-70): Hickory Chair, hickorychair.com. HALLWAY—

Wall, trim, and ceiling paint (custom): Benjamin Moore, 
benjaminmoore.com. Hanging light (“Arch Top Large 
Tapered Lantern” #CHC3441): Circa Lighting, circalighting 
.com. Drapery (“Dressur”/Indigo #Dressur.51): Kravet, 
kravet.com. Pair of chairs (“Beckmore Host Chair” 
#LL1102C); chair fabric (“Lex”/Toast #28892): Lillian 
August for Hickory White, hickorywhite.com. Table between 
chairs (“Venice Side Table” #7784-10, by Mariette Himes 
Gomez): Hickory Chair, hickorychair.com.  
PAGES 112–113. KITCHEN—Wall, ceiling, and trim paint 
(custom); cabinet paint (white lacquer base, rubbed gray 
glaze, satin lacquer finish): Benjamin Moore, benjaminmoore 
.com. Decorative painting for cabinets: Juan Carlos Alba, 
California Art Painting, 310/429-1746. Window shade 
(Century fabric #30166L5): Century Furniture, centuryfurni-
ture.com. Cabinetry: Woodie Woodpecker’s Woodworks, 
woodiewww.com. Cabinetry hardware (“Pirouette Knob”): 
Restoration Hardware, rh.com. Countertop (Calacatta 
marble): Set In Stone Marble & Granite, 818/765-5055. Bar 
stools (“Chatham Counter Stool” #3210C, discontinued); 
fabric (#17021-56 in Outdoor Blue): Century Furniture. 
centuryfurniture.com. Lights over island (“Arch Top Medium 
Lantern” #CHC3422): Circa Lighting, circalighting.com. 
Microwave in island (#KB-6525PS): Sharp Electonics, 
sharpusa.com. Island prep sink (“Shaws Original Belthorn 
Single Bowl Fireclay Bar/Food Prep Sink”#RC1515); 
apron-front sink (“Shaws Original Lancaster Single Bowl 
Fireclay Apron Front Kitchen Sink” #RC3018); island faucet 
(“Single Hole Kitchen Faucet with Lever Handles and 
Sidespray”/Satin Nickel #U.4766-2, by Perrin & Rowe); main 
faucet (“Bridge Kitchen Faucet with Sidespray”/Satin Nickel  
#U.4763-2, by Perrin & Rowe); pot-filler faucet (“Wall 
Mount  Swing Arm Pot Filler”/Satin Nickel #U.4799-2, by 
Perrin & Rowe): Rohl, rohlhome.com. Gas range (60-inch gas 
range, Professional 5 Series #VGCC5606GQSS): Viking, 
vikingrange.com. Tile backsplash (“Soho Beveled Brick 
Tile”/White Gloss); backsplash behind range (“Paradigm 
Small Brick Off-Set”/Calacata  with Nautilis Border in 
Calacata Blue): Walker Zanger, walkerzanger.com. Flooring 
(walnut with polyurethane Duraseal X-terra): Menin’s 
Custom Flooring, 818/346-9338.  

PAGES 114–136
SHOWHOUSE TOUR: REVIVAL ON RANDOLPH STREET

NAPA VALLEY DESIGNER SHOWHOUSE

NAPA, CALIFORNIA

375 RANDOLPH STREET 

367 Randolph Street sitting room
PAGES 114—115. MASTER SITTING ROOM DETAIL—For 
information see page 142. 
367 Randolph Street living room.
Living room designers: John Loecke and Jason Oliver 
Nixon, Madcap Cottage, 128 Church Ave., High Point, NC 
27262; 917/513-9143, madcapcottage.com.  
PAGES 114—115. Wallcovering (“Bermuda Bay” fabric/
Oyster); patterned drapery and throw pillows (“Mill 
Reef” in Rhubarb); blue-patterned throw pillow (“Mill 
Reef”/Pool); tablecloth (“Cove End”/Palm): Madcap 

(“Belmont Crackle Celadon Mug” and “Belmont Crackle 
Ivory Mug” #1782): Simon Pearce, simonpearce.com. 
KITCHEN OVERALL—Hanging lights (“Emerson Wide 
Pendant” #5005): Simon Pearce, simonpearce.com. 
Black-and-white jug (Shanagarry Pottery by Philip Pearce): 
available through Stephen Pearce Pottery, stephenpearce 
.com. Range: Wolf, subzero-wolf.com. Cabinet paint 
(custom color): Donald Kaufman Color, donaldkaufman-
color.com. Spoons; jars in cabinet; crock with lid (by 
Richard Batterham); vase holding flowers (by Richard 
Batterham): owner’s collection. DINING AREA—Dining 
table and chairs (by Charles Shackleton): Shackleton 
Thomas, shackletonthomas.com. Hanging light (“PH 
Pendant Lamp”): Design Within Reach, dwr.com. Serving 
boards on table (“Andrew Pearce Black Walnut Wood Live 
Edge Board”/Large #4867 and “Andrew Pearce Cherry Wood 
Live Edge Board”/Large #4861); mug (“Norwich” #6827); 
footed server (“Westport” #6813); pitcher (“Canterbury 
Pitcher”/Small, discontinued); wine glass (“Barre White 
Wine” #1188); pitcher (“Belmont Pitcher”/Medium #2682); 
pitcher (“Barre Pitcher”/Large #1222); bowl (“Woodbury 
Bowl”/Large #1235); dinner plate (“Belmont Dinner Plate” 
#1796): Simon Pearce, simonpearce.com. CHINA 

CABINET—China cabinet: antique. First row: Teapot: wood 
bowl; ceramic bowl; pitcher: owner’s collection. Second 
row: Glassware: Simon Pearce Glass/Research and Design: 
owner’s collection. Bud vases (“Barre Bud Vase,” 
discontinued; and “Barre Bud Vase includes gift box (#5505); 
posy vase (“Shelburne Posy Vase” #1325); large vase 
(“Barre Vase”/Large, discontinued): Simon Pearce, 
simonpearce.com. Third row: Glasses (Simon Pearce Glass/
Research and Design): owner’s collection. Wine glasses 
(“Essex Wine” #1131): Simon Pearce, simonpearce.com. 
WALL CABINET—Wall cabinet: owner’s collection. Top row: 
White wine glasses (“Woodstock” #1088); red wine 
glasses (“Woodstock” #1136); second row: balloon wine 
glasses (“Woodstock” #1147); third row: goblet (“Barre” 
#1191); red wine glasses (“Barre” #1189); white wine 
glasses (Barre” #1188): Simon Pearce, simonpearce.com.  
PAGES 104–105. PORCH—Table: Irish antique. Dining 
chairs (“Paso Doble”): Herman Miller, hermanmiller.com. 
Dinner plates (“Marble Dinner Plate” #7521); bowls 
(“Marble Bowl”/Large #7041); vases (“Ascutney”/Large 
#6522);  glasses (“Norwich Beaker” #1184); flatware 
(“Woodstock 5-Piece Flatware Setting” #6997): Simon 
Pearce, simonpearce.com. Napkins: owner’s collection. 
POOL HOUSE—Furniture: owner’s collection. Hurricanes 
with pillar candle (“Woodbury” #1099);  round vase (“PURE 
Round Wrap Vase” #5316): Simon Pearce, simonpearce.com. 

PAGES 106–113
MINORITY LEADER

Architect: William Harrison, Harrison Design, 1875 Century 
Park E., Suite 1300, Los Angeles, CA 90067; 310/888-8747, 
harrisondesign.com. Interior designer and general 
contractor: Catherine Miller, Design House, 310/918-3256.
THROUGHOUT—Flowers: Brad Austin Imaginative Florals 
Inc., 323/658-8874. 
PAGES 106–107. FAMILY ROOM—Wall paint (custom): 
Benjamin Moore, benjaminmoore.com. Drapery: 
discontinued. Area rug; lamp on round table by window; 
blue-and-white vases: owner’s collection. Sofa (“Silhou-
ettes Made To Measure English Arm Sofa” #4122-21): 
Hickory Chair, hickorychair.com. Table with spool legs 
(“Lamp Table” #410-940); round table by window (“Center 
Table” #485-720 in finish #48 Dark Tobacco): CTH/Sherrill 
Occasional, sherrill-occasional.com. Lounge chairs 
(“Rawlings Tufted Chair” #569-24): Hickory Chair, 
hickorychair.com. Pillows on lounge chairs; table behind 
lounge chairs; lamp on table; floor lamp: owner’s collection. 
Ottoman/coffee table (“Alex Ottoman” #5410-53, by Alexa 
Hampton); tray on ottoman (“Alex Tray Top”/Oxford 
#5494-10); spool-back chairs (“Spool Chair” #5918-53, by 
Mark Hampton): Hickory Chair, hickorychair.com. 
Television (“Elite”): Pioneer, pioneerelectronics.com. 
ENTRY HALL—Wall and trim paint (custom): Benjamin 
Moore, benjaminmoore.com. Area rug (“Indigo Brooke 
Cotton Carpet” #1108555): Madeline Weinrib, madeline-
weinrib.com. Drawer chest (#635-61): Hickory White, 
hickorywhite.com. Mirror (“Milan”/Polished Stainless Steel 
#84A-231): Century Furniture, centuryfurniture.com. Sisal 
carpet on stairs (“Dragon Grass”/Flint): Contempo 
Flooring, contempofloorcoverings.com. DEN—Paneling 
(Birds Eye Maple/Honey): Woodie Woodpecker’s 
Woodworks, woodiewww.com. Window shade (“Tenerife”/
Marine #28788.5, colorway discontinued): Kravet, kravet 
.com. Desk (#158-050, discontinued); leather desk chair 
(“Malibu” #740-01L): CTH Sherrill, sherrill-occasional.com. 
Pair of chairs (“Exposed Wood Chair”/Weathered White 
#4496-01); table between chairs (#960-403, discontinued): 
Hickory White, hickorywhite.com. Area rug (Natural 
Seagrass): Contempo Floor Coverings, 310/826-8063. 
Bookcase lights (“Dean Picture Light” #AH2700, by Alexa 
Hampton for Visual Comfort): Circa Lighting, circalighting 
.com. Desk lamp (“French Column Glass Swing Arm Table 
Lamp” #68270080PN): Restoration Hardware, rh.com.   ➤
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Hardwood floors shouldn’t have to be hard 
work. That’s why Bona makes it easy to 

care for any floor with a comprehensive line 
of water-based solutions that are simple to 
use, and safe for you and our planet. For 

a daily clean, a timeless shine, and a lifetime 
of protection. Learn more at Bona.com. 

The Governor Pool House Lantern in 
stainless steel can be used to fill the 

night with a soft candlelight glow, display 
seasonal items, or your favorite collections. 
These portable fixtures are hand riveted in 

New Orleans, and crafted out of 
stainless steel or pure American copper. 

Bevolo.com 

Caesarstone premium quality quartz 
surface is innovative, highly functional and 
design forward. Consisting of 93% quartz, 

its three diverse collections—Classico, 
Motivo and Concetto retain cool tactile 
qualities of nature’s stones. Applications 

include kitchen countertops, vanities, 
flooring, walls and furniture. 
www.caesarstoneus.com 

Biltmore, an original American treasure, has 
been a legacy of craftsmanship and timeless 

elegance since 1895. Make your home a 
welcoming retreat with our home furnishings 

and bedding collections. Discover us at 
biltmore.com/traditionalhome. 

Simply Brilliant Lighting. At Circa Lighting, 
our priority is to provide an outstanding 
experience. Whether through our sales 
and customer service center or one of 

our boutique lighting showrooms, you will 
have access to experts to consult with in 
choosing the products best suited to your 

needs. Our refreshing approach makes your 
search for lighting simple and the results 

brilliant. View our lighting collection online at 
circalighting.com. 

Allow Ferguson to be the solution for 
your plumbing, lighting and appliance needs. 

We offer the best selection of products, 
like the Haven apron front sink in Antique 

Copper from Thompson Traders. Visit 
FergusonShowrooms.com to find 

the showroom nearest you. 

At Hunter Douglas, we see form and 
function as inseparable. Our innovative 
window fashion designs are beautiful to 

live with, provide variable light control, help 
insulate rooms from heat and cold, 
protect furnishings from damaging 
UV rays, and even absorb sound. 
Now that’s artful window dressing. 

Suzanne Kasler is known for her love of all 
things French and brings a fresh mix 

of Continental flavor and classic style to 
her interiors and Hickory Chair furniture 
collection. By mixing both antiques and 

modern pieces, she creates environments 
that are timeless, sophisticated, 
and, most importantly, livable. 

www.hickorychair.com 

An extraordinary portfolio inspired 
by the most pivotal design 

movements of the past 150 years. 
Bathroom and kitchen collections 

re-imagined to elevate the everyday. 
DXV by American Standard. 

Born of Quality and Craftsmanship. 
Honoring the past. Imagining a 

beautiful future. Visit us 
at DXV.com to get inspired. 

World-friendly custom upholstery 
handcrafted by artisans in North Carolina 
utilizing new processes and equipment 

while holding true to time-tested premium 
construction features. Bringing style, 
comfort, and color to homes across 
America since 1958. For ideas and 

inspiration visit us online at 
www.crlaine.com. 

Our large format porcelain panels are 
larger, leaner, and stronger with a single 

tile of Laminam® by Crossville at 1m x 3m. 
Cut it as large—or small—as you 

like, and tile over your existing tile for an 
easy remodel. At just 3 to 5.6mm thick, 

you can think bigger about your next 
project. For ideas and inspiration, visit 

www.crossvilleinc.com/solutions/laminam. 
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Create your own lifestyle with flooring 
from Abbey Carpet & Floor. The experts 

at your locally owned Abbey Carpet 
& Floor showroom will help you select 

the perfect floor for your home and 
budget. Go to BuyAbbey.com to find a 

showroom in your neighborhood. 

1

ABBEY CARPET 
& FLOOR



Chandelier (“Bamboo 4-Light Pendant” #LC859); area rug 
(“Trellis Sisal Rug” #RN001); blue chairs (“Leyland Armless 
Chair” #UC053); ottoman (“Celena Tufted Ottoman Large” 
#UO119); basket on ottoman (discontinued); pedestal table 
left of mantel (“Andrews Pedestal Accent Table” #MT116); 
tray on pedestal table (“Piper Woven Rectangular Tray” 
#BT448); pitcher on pedestal table (“Heirloom Pitcher” 
#BT324); art flanking mantel (“Bunny Williams Botanical 
Framed Print” #WG290); floor lamp (“Sloan Wood Ball 
Floor Lamp” #LL269); art on mantel (discontinued); bust 
on mantel (“Evelyn Terra Cotta Bust Planter” #AO062); 
chaise lounge (“Selma Right Arm Chaise” #UH018); chaise 
fabric (“Queens Velvet Gray Fabric By The Yard” 
#FFO16VGY); throw on chaise (“Classic Herringbone 
Throw” #RK008): Ballard Designs, ballarddesigns.com. 

Den designer: Kriste Michelini, Kriste Michelini Interiors, 
222 Railroad Ave., Suite D, Danville, CA 94526; 925/820-
3844, kristemichelini.com.  
PAGE 120. Wall and ceiling treatment (hand-painted): by 
Shannon Thoner, shannonthonerdesigns.com. Window 
shades (“Legacy”/La Crème #2103): Conrad, conradshades 
.com. Drapery (“Barclay”/Birch #864): Maxwell, 
maxwellfabrics.com. Area rug (“Turkish Patchwork 
Handmade Rug” #ORTP 91954): Stark, starkcarpet.com. 
Chandelier (“Celestial Pendant”); table between chairs 
(“Half Circle Drink Table”): Coup D’Etat, coupdetatsf.com. 
Upholstered chairs (mid-century): Vintage Modern, 
vintagemodern.com. Chair fabric (“Cantabria” 
#NCF4211-07, by Nina Campbell); pillows (“Plum 
Blossom”/Acacia #FDG293/01, by Designers Guild): 
Osborne & Little, designersguild.com. Dining table 
(“Saarinen Oval Table”/Laminate White Top, by Eero 
Saarinen for Knoll): Knoll, knoll.com. Chairs with woven 
seats (“Moller Chairs”#71); wooden chairs (“Norman 
Cherner for Plycraft):  Chairish, chairish.com. 

Dining room designer: Julie Rootes, Julie Rootes Interiors, 
11 Belle Ave., Suite A, San Anselmo, CA 94960; 415/847-1747, 
julierootes.com. 
PAGE 121. Wall treatment (cut paper, custom): Elan Evans, 
elanevans.com. Area rug (“Diagonal Bead Green,” by Neisha 
Crosland): The Rug Co., therugcompany.com. Chandelier 
(“Alkahest” #LIGHT0008); chair-seat fabric (“Kensing-
ton”/Maroon, #DE10071, wool felt): Holland & Sherry, 
interiors.hollandandsherry.com. French piping and 
leather cord on chairs (by Houlès): Sloan Miyasoto, 
sloanm.com. Dining table (“Luna”): Hélène Aumont 
Collection, heleneaumontcollection.com. Cane-back 
chairs (vintage): Tilton Fenwick, tiltonfenwick.com. Bowls 
on table (“Stoneware Nesting Bowl” by Sara Paloma); 
stoneware in wine cabinet (“Stoneware Teardrop Vessel” 
and “Stoneware Transformer Vessel,” by Sara Paloma): 
Restoration Hardware, rh.com. Assorted wine stoppers 
(product line varies): Anthropologie, anthropologie.com.  

Kitchen designers: Lori Gilder and Rebecca Reynolds, 
Kitchen Design Network, 9902 Santa Monica Blvd., Suite 117, 
Beverly Hills, CA 90212; 310/866-1724 and 203/972-8300, 
kitchendesignnetwork.com. 
PAGE 122. Wall tile (“Colors By Numbers”/Tea For Two 
#WT02, 4x12 inches): Crossville Inc., crossvilleinc.com.  
Ceiling tracery (“Baronial Tracery” #TRA100): 
Decorators Supply Corp., decoratorssupply.com. Ceiling 
paint (“Designer White” #33-1); wall paint (“Pearl White” 
#29-29): Pratt & Lambert, prattandlambert.com. Floor tile 
(“Seville” #HD29681B): Veranda Tile Design, veranda-
tiledesign.com. Cabinetry (“Mission Flat Panel”); finish 
(“White Icing”); shelves flanking range (Quartersawn Oak 
in Cobblestone specialty finish); island (“Mission Flat 
Panel”/Quartersawn Oak in Cobblestone specialty finish): 
Medallion Cabinetry, medallioncabinetry.com. Cabinetry 
hardware (“Flat Sided Pull”/Light Bronze #M1371LB, 
Aspen II Collection by Top Knobs): through The Knobs Co., 
knobs.co. Perimeter countertop (“Ella”); island 
countertop (Durham”): Cambria, cambriausa.com. Wall 
sconces (“Charlton Wall Light” #ARN2006, by Aerin for 
Visual Comfort): Circa Lighting, circalighting.com. Range 
(36-inch Dual Fuel Range #VDR7366BSS, Viking 
Professional 7 Series); range hood (custom); ventilator for 
custom hood (“36-inch Wide 18-inch High Built-In Custom 
Ventilator For Wall Hood” #VBCV53638): Viking, 
vikingrange.com. Pot filler faucet (“Contemporary Pot 
Filler”/Ultra Steel #D35401900.355); sink (“Hillside 
30-inch Kitchen”/Canvas White #20066030.415); faucet 
(“Isle Pull-Down Faucet”/Ultra Steel #D35409300.355): 
DXV by American Standard, dxv.com. Window shades 
(“Coronado Natural Woven Shades”/Altura Rice, Pinnacle 
Custom Blinds & Shades from United Supply Co.): Michelle 
Torre Custom Window Treatments, dressthosewindows 
.com. BREAKFAST NOOK—Hanging light (“Morris Large 
Lantern” #SK5010, by Suzanne Kasler for Visual Comfort): 
Circa Lighting, circalighting.com. Dining table (“Lippa 
36-inch Marble Dining Table in White” #EEI-514-WHI): 
LexMod, lexmod.com. Dining armchairs (bistro chairs, 
product line varies): Ohmega Salvage, ohmegasalvage.com. 

Nearly 50 years of creating beautiful, durable 
seating for people to enjoy and be proud 

of, we are Leathercraft. Your premier source 
for leather and fabric seating in fresh styles 

ranging from traditional to transitional.  
Looking to the future, honoring the past, 

because the journey is everything.  
Visit us and be inspired at  

www.leathercraft-furniture.com. 

We’re on a mission to make the world a more 
comfortable place: for everyone.  

Shop our Signature Stores or retailers  
across the country to peruse our collection 
for the home that spans the style spectrum 
from traditional to modern. Many items are 

in stock and available for quick delivery. 
mgbwhome.com 

Perfume your home and destroy unwanted 
odors in under thirty minutes by using our 
unique patented catalytic lamp. Choose 

between a wide variety of designs and over 
50 fragrances to personalize your interior. 
Lampe Berger: functional and beautiful. 

www.lampeberger.us 

Take your bathroom mirror from  
bare to beautiful in just 20 minutes.  

Simply press the custom frame onto the 
existing wall mirror. Over 65 frame styles. 

Perfect fit for your decor.  
www.mirrormate.com or  

www.mirrormate.com/wholesale  
for the trade. 

Made Goods is a wholesale brand,  
focused on creating special statement 

pieces for designers and boutiques. Our 
pieces are distinguished by the use of 

unusual materials, proportion and thoughtful 
design. We love what we do and hope you 
enjoy exploring our collection in more detail. 

www.madegoods.com 

Thermador empowers those who love  
to cook with innovations that make kitchens 
hotter, cooler, faster, and better than ever. 

Sign up for our exclusive newsletter at  
www.thermador.com/account/register. 

Marvin Windows and Doors brings its  
Built Around You® philosophy to life with 

every customer and every solution.  
A premier manufacturer of made-to-order 

windows and doors, Marvin offers the 
industry’s most extensive selection of 
shapes, styles, sizes and options to fit  

the diverse needs and match the 
personalities of homeowners. 

York Wallcoverings is America’s first  
and largest wallpaper manufacturer.  
Long recognized for creative talent,  

our renowned design studio is responsible  
for developing the exciting and diverse  

range of patterns which have made York  
the source for quality, style and innovation 

since 1895. Get to know York.  
www.yorkwall.com 
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Inspired by the classics but committed  
to the future, LEE effortlessly blends quality 

and comfort with form and function to 
create upholstery that is so strikingly fresh 

you almost forget that it is sustainable. 
Handcrafted with pride in the USA!  
Free Mini-catalog. To view our entire 

collection, visit us at  
www.leeindustries.com. 

Quality and Style: A sound investment 
since 1946. www.sherrillfurniture.com 

Explore the wide selection of comfortable 
and great-looking La-Z-Boy furniture 
including sofas, loveseats, sectionals, 
recliners and more at la-z-boy.com. 

Allow the Miele Range to guide you to 
extraordinary culinary adventures.  

Only through Miele’s intuitive functionality  
and impeccable design, can the sanctuary  

of your kitchen become a world of  
exploration night after night.  

Visit rangeseries.mieleusa.com.  
800.843.7231 
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Banquette (custom): Eagle’s Upholstery, 323/263-3333. 
Banquette fabric: F&S Fabrics, fsfabricslosangeles.com. 
Area rug (hide rug); square pillow: Kitchen Design 
Network, kitchendesignnetwork.com. Mirror; lumbar 
pillow; table setting: Anthem, anthemsf.com. PANTRY 

AREA—Cabinetry (“Mission Flat Panel”); finish (“White 
Icing”): Medallion Cabinetry, medallioncabinetry.com. 
Cabinetry hardware (“Flat Sided Pull”/Light Bronze 
#M1371LB, Aspen II Collection by Top Knobs): through 
The Knobs Co., knobs.co. Countertop (“Ella”): Cambria, 
cambriausa.com. Wallcovering behind cabinetry (Woven 
Palomino Collection): Barkskin by Caba Company, 
barkskin.com. Refrigerator (“36-inch Custon Panel 
Bottom-Freezer Refrigerator” #FDBB5363E); microwave 
(“Undercounter DrawerMicro Oven” #VMOD241SS, Viking 
Professional 5 Series): Viking, vikingrange.com. 

Deck designer: Jennifer Orne, Jennifer Orne Design, 545 
Hayes St., San Francisco, CA 94102; 415/644-8624, 
jenniferornedesign.com.  
PAGE 123. LAWN SEATING AREA—Chairs on lawn (“Van 
Dyke Lounge Chair”/Aged Teak #1F0406); ottoman (“Van 
Dyke Ottoman And A Half” #1F0886); cushions (“Impact 
Vapor Grey” #87N); yellow pillows (“Impact Bean Yellow” 
#55N): Woodard, woodard-furniture.com. Lanterns 
(“Governor Pool House Lantern”): Bevolo Gas & Electric 
Lights, bevolo.com.Deck (Dark Hickory); rail (“Premier 
Rail”/White); ADA handrail (White); riser lights: Azek 
Building Products, azek.com. DECK SEATING AREA—Sofa 
(“Oasis”/Mocha finish #S507031); barrel chair (“Oasis”/
Mocha finish #S507011); ottoman (“Oasis”/Mocha finish 
#S507007); cushions (“Hedge Flannel” #22M); yellow 
pillows (“Impact Bean Yellow” #55N); coffee table 
(“Salona”/Textured Black ##3Z0443): Woodard, 
woodard-furniture.com. Garden stool (“Fortune Stool”/
Mustard Yellow #0539MY): Emissary Home & Garden, 
emissaryusa.com. Area rug (“Catamaran Stripe Graphite/
Ivory Indoor Outdoor Rug”): Dash & Albert, dashandalbert.
annieselke.com. Lantern (“Governor Pool House 
Lantern”): Bevolo Gas & Electric Lights, bevolo.com. Deck 
(Dark Hickory); rail (“Premier Rail”/White): Azek Building 
Products, azek.com. DINING AREA—Dining table (“Trestle 
Large Dining Table Base” #208400 with “Woodlands 
Extruded Top”/Aged Teak, 42.5x84, #03084, in Aged Teak); 
armchairs (“Van Dyke Dining Arm Chair”/Aged Teak 
#1F0401); armchair fabric (“Impact Vapor Grey” #87N); 
side chairs (“Trinidad Dining Side Chair”/Java 
#6U0002J); side-chair fabric (“Bria Distressed Dove 
Grey” #26T); umbrella (“Square Fiberbuilt Bridgewater 
Umbrella”/Aged Teak #1476BRSQ, with “Echo Citron” 
#71M): Woodard, woodard-furniture.com. Lanterns 
(“Governor Pool House Lantern”): Bevolo Gas & Electric 
Lights, bevolo.com. Deck (Dark Hickory); rail (“Premier 
Rail”/White): Azek Building Products, azek.com.   

Guest bedroom designer: Courtney Lake, Monogram 
Decor, 101 Henry Adams St., Suite 416, San Francisco, CA 
94103; 415/290-4725, monogramdecor.com. 
PAGE 124. Wallpaper (“Marmorino”/Steel #PDG653/04, by 
Designers Guild): Osborne & Little, designersguild.com. Trim 
paint (“ProWhite” #33-4): Pratt & Lambert, prattandlam-
bert.com. Area rug (“Collingwood”): Meredith Heron Design, 
meredithheron.com. Window shade and beige pillow 
fabric (“Speckled Silk”/Volcano, used on reverse); drapery 
(“Rajita Tiger”/Midnight); throw (“Luxe Alpaca”/Ivory); seat 
cushion on banquette (“Plush Strie”/Cerulean); wing-chair 
fabric (“Linen Basket”/Aegean); side-chair and pillow 
fabric (“Lady Elsie”/Dark Purple): Robert Allen, robertallen-
design.com. Chandelier; side chair; ottoman: discontinued. 
Wing chair (vintage): Chairish, chairish.com. Side table by 
wing chair (“Leia” #MD7006): Marcali, marcalidesigns.com. 
Banquette/daybed (modular): custom.Game table (“Baby 
Tripot” #P 160 201): Hutton Collections, huttoncollections 
.com. Art above banquette (Untitled, by Carol Massa): 
ArtHaus, arthaus-sf.com. 

Master bathroom designer: Lisa Mende, Lisa Mende 
Design, 2935 Providence Rd., Suite 202, Charlotte, NC 28211; 
704/561-1466, lisamende.com.  
PAGE 125. Wallpaper (“Tulsi Block”/Aqua #T64165): 
Thibaut, thibautdesign.com. Ceiling paint (“January Frost” 
#26-32, semi-gloss); trim paint (“China White” #33-8, 
semi-gloss): Pratt & Lambert, prattandlambert.com. Wall 
tile (Virtue Series 3x6 inch porcelain stone tile, polished 
#AV261); trim tile (Virtue Series); floor tile (Virtue Series 
3x6 inch porcelain stone tile, satin, in herringbone pattern): 
Crossville Inc. crossvilleinc.com. Hanging light: vintage. 
Window-shade fabric (#A9591 Snow): Greenhouse 
Fabrics, greenhousefabrics.com. Trim on window shade 
(“1.5-inch French Grosgrain Ribbon”/Mercury #977-44932-
051): Samuel & Sons, samuelandsons.com. Bathtub (“Oak 
Hill Freestanding Soaking Tub”/Canvas White 
#D12025004); bath faucets (“Randall Wall Mount Bathtub 
Faucet with Hand Shower”/Platinum Nickel #D35102980); 
toilet (“Fitzgerald Two-Piece Elongated Toilet”/Canvas 
White #D2205CA101.415); washstand and sink (“Oak Hill 

Console Sink”/Canvas White with Platinum Nickel Base 
Frame #D20155002, #D21411030); faucets (“Oak Hill Wall 
Mount Bathroom Faucet”/Platinum Nickel #D35155450); 
towel ring (“Randall Towel Ring”/Platinum Nickel 
#D35102190.150); bath-towel holder (“Randall 24 inch 
Towel Bar”/Platinum Nickel #D35102240.150): DXV by 
American Standard, dxv.com. Mirror (“Vale Mirror” 
#WM993, discontinued): Ballard Designs, ballarddesigns 
.com. Wall sconces (“Etoile Sconce”/Polished Nickel 
#S2320): Circa Lighting, circalighting.com. TOWEL 

AREA—Table (“Stag Leg Accent Table,” 21 inches, 
#WD-4017-S): Bliss Studio, blissstudio.com. Striped hand 
towel (“Nine Space Stripe Turkish Foutah Hand Towel”/
Lavender): through amazon.com. Bath-towel holder 
(“Randall 24 inch Towel Bar”/Platinum Nickel 
#D35102240.150): DXV by American Standard, dxv.com. 
White towels (“Signature Banded White/Pearl Grey 
Towel”): Pine Cone Hill, pineconehill.com. 

Master bedroom designer: David Hansen, David Hansen 
Design, 1459 18th St., Suite 103, San Francisco, CA 94107; 
415/676-9643, davidhansendesign.com. 
PAGE 125. Wall and trim paint (“Dusk Sky” #27-23): Pratt & 
Lambert, prattandlambert.com. Roman shade “Brushed 
Linen”/Chambray #244611): Robert Allen, robertallende-
sign.com. Duvet and pillow shams (Tram”/Mineral Blue, 
Grey): Frette, frette.com.  Chevron-patterned pillow 
fabric (“Adari Cotton Ikat”/Denim #66941): Schumacher, 
fschumacher.com. Pillow with circle pattern (vintage, velvet 
Ikat pillow)area rug (“Jajim,” #19294, vintage): Tony Kitz 
Gallery, tonykitzgallery.com. Pillow fabric at front: McGuire 
Furniture, mcguirefurniture.com. Art behind bed 
(Tantalizing Evidence, by John Wood): ArtHaus Gallery, 
arthaus-sf.com. Bedside tables (vintage, “Pair of T.H. 
Robsjohn-Gibbings Lacquered Nightstands”): Black & Gold, 
shopblackandgold.com. Table lamps (“Large Fluted Spire 
Table Lamp” #CHA8906): Circa Lighting, circalighting.com. 
Flowers: Messina Rippey Flowers, 707/320-7438. 
CLOSET—Closet organizer (custom, in Aspen finish): TCS 
Closets by The Container Store, containerstore.com.  

Central hall designer: Bryan Tapper, Bryan Douglas 
Tapper, 1524 Ash St., Napa,CA 94559; 707/320-3500.  
PAGE 125. Wall and ceiling paint (“Steel Wool” #33-14); 
trim paint (“ProWhite” #33-1): Pratt & Lambert, 
prattandlambert.com. Hanging lights (“Goodman Medium 
Hanging Light”  #TOB5091, by Thomas O’Brien for Visual 
Comfort); picture light at end of hall (“Dean 24-inch 
Picture Light” #AH2703, by Alexa Hampton for Visual 
Comfort): Circa Lighting, circalighting.com.   

375 RANDOLPH STREET

Interior designer: Elena Calabrese, Elena Calabrese Design 
& Decor, 7 Locust Ave., Mill Valley, CA 94941; 415/250-5074, 
elenacalabrese.com.  
PAGE 126. Chandelier (“Oeuf Pendant” #P 7697, by Barry 
Dixon): Avrett, avrett.com. Wall treatment (custom, 
Modern Masters plaster): by decorative artist Caroline 
Lizaragga, carolinelizarraga.com. Ceiling paint (“Wallmi-
ca”/Divan #MR-SK-1400): Maya Romanoff, mayaromanoff 
.com. Trim and hutch paint (“Blackwatch Green” #19-17): 
Pratt & Lambert, prattandlambert.com. Sheer drapery 
(“Flynn”/Linen #L9032-03, by Larsen); valance 
(“Vanderbilt”/Night #L8995-04, by Larsen): Cowtan & 
Tout, cowtan.com. Dining table (“Laura Kirar Kiwari 
Dining Table” #576): McGuire, mcguirefurniture.com. Area 
rug (hide);  dining chairs (vintage Chrome Craft); 
chair-seat velvet (ombre velvet): Elena Calabrese Design & 
Decor, elenacalabrese.com. Chair-seat vinyl (“Derek”): 
Kravet, kravet.com. Chair-back fabric (“Lagune Tempete” 
#71253): Créations Metaphores, creations-metaphores.com. 
Console table: vintage. Lamp on console: Sonoma Country 
Antiques, sonomaantiques.com.  

Living room designer: Matt O’Dorisio, Matt O’Dorisio 
Interior Design & Decoration, 8811 Alden Drive, Suite 7, Los 
Angeles, CA 90048; 424/777-0604.  
PAGES 126–127. Wall and ceiling paint (“Mirage Gray” 
#28-31); trim paint (“Blackwatch Green” #1917): Pratt & 
Lambert, prattandlambert.com. Fireplace wall (“Kauri 
Beige,” Laminam by Crossville): Crossville Inc., crossvilleinc 
.com. Fire box: Napoleon Fireplaces, napoleonfireplaces 
.com. Fire screen (“Venice Fireplace Screen,” custom, by 
Tuell & Reynolds): Thomas Lavin, thomaslavin.com. 
Chandelier (“Eiffel Chandelier” #MS5020, by Michael S 
Smith for Visual Comfort); lamp on console (Cliff Table 
Lamp” #ARN3004, by Aerin for Visual Comfort); lamp on 
round table (“Cannes Table Lamp” #ARN3100, by Aerin for 
Visual Comfort); floor lamp (“Charlton Floor Lamp” 
#ARN1006, by Aerin for Visual Comfort): Circa Lighting, 
circalighting.com. Drapery and Roman shade (“Reliant”/
Ivory #1542); trim (“Reliant”/Smoke #1542): Pindler & 
Pindler, pindler.com. Woven shades: Valley Drapery, 
valleydrapery.com. Sisal rug (custom, “Mani”/Pewter 
#9660, by Design Materials Inc.): Melrose Carpet, 
melrosecarpet.com. Area rug (“Modern Afghan Kilim” ➤
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Nationally top rated Estate mattresses from $1119.20.
Hampton Belgian linen queen headboard $899.10.
Headboard with mahoagny storage base option from
$2238.40. FREE DELIVERY to most of continental US.
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#18248): Woven Accents, wovenonline.com. Sofa (“Custom 
Design Long Sofa” #CD8801T-2); sofa fabric (“Bo 
Charcoal”); trim fabric (“Circuit Smoke”); pillow on sofa 
(“Chiangmai Smoke”); plaid chair by fireplace (“Hans 
Chair” #415); chair fabric (“Walden Granite”); green 
leather chairs (“Charm Chair” #L9655); chair leather 
(“Absolute Avocado LL”): CR Laine, crlaine.com. Table 
between leather chairs (vintage wine table): Big Daddy’s 
Antiques, bdantiques.com. Console table behind sofa 
(“Harbinger Oyster Bay Console Table”); coffee table 
(product line varies): Harbinger, harbingerla.com.  

Kitchen designers: Catherine Macfee and Justine Macfee, 
Catherine Macfee Interior Design, 10004 S.E. River St., 
Truckee, CA 96161; 530/584-5000, macfeedesign.com.  
PAGES 128—129. Wall and ceiling paint (“Wraith” #28-32); 
trim paint (“Midnight Black” #33-16): Pratt & Lambert, 
prattandlambert.com. Inside mount window shade 
(“Alustra Woven Textures”): Hunter Douglas Window 
Fashions, hunterdouglas.com. Roman-shade fabric 
(“Burton”/Black #L9008-04, by Larsen): Cowtan & Tout, 
cowtan.com. Shade trim: Romo, romo.com. Dining island 
(metal paneled peninsula face); hood design: custom metal 
design by Catherine Macfee Interior Design, macfeedesign 
.com. Countertops (“Torquay”): Cambria, cambriausa.com. 
Range (“36-inch Professional Series Pro Harmony Dual Fuel 
Range” #PRD366GHU); range hood insert (Masterpiece 
Series custom insert #VC1236DS); refrigerator (“35-inch 
Pre-assembled, built-in Bottom Freezer with Professional 
Handles” #T36BB820SS); dishwasher (“Professional 
Handle and Fully Flush Stainless Steel Panel Star-Sapphire 
24-inch”  #DWHD651JFP): Thermador, thermador.com. 
Cabinetry (“Loxely”/Onyx finish): Medallion Cabinetry, 
medallioncabinetry.com. Backsplash tile (“Elongated Hex 
in Snow Flower #YY03/10103HEX): Crossville Inc., 
crossvilleinc.com. Bar stools (custom, by Justin Macfee): 
Catherine Macfee Interior Design, macfeedesign.com. 
Bar-stool fabric (black woven goat leather): Keleen 
Leathers, keleenleathers.com. Decanter on dining island 
(“Bristol Glass Decanter”); goblets (“Hartland Goblet”): 
Simon Pearce, simonpearce.com. Sink (“Hillside 30 Inch 
Kitchen Sink”/Canvas White #D20066030.415); faucet 
(“Victoria Kitchen Faucet with Side Spray” #D35402001); 
cold tap filter (“Traditional Cold Tap” #D35402799): DXV 
by American Standard, dxv.com. BUTLER’S PANTRY—Wine 
refrigerator (“18-inch Built-In Wine Preservation Column” 
#T241W800SP): Thermador, thermador.com. Wet-bar 
cabinetry (“Bella”/Peppercorn): Medallion Cabinetry, 
medallioncabinetry.com. Cabinetry hardware (leather 
handles): found item. Countertop (fieldstone): Cambria, 
cambriausa.com. Backsplash tile (custom); floor tile 
(“Snow Flower”/Elongated Hex #YY03/10103HEX); 
perimeter floor tile (“Snow Flower”/Rectangle): Crossville 
Inc., crossvilleinc.com. Sink (“Hillside 20 Inch Apron 
Kitchen Sink”/Canvas White #D20100000.415, under-
mounted); faucet (“Victorian Bar Faucet”#D35402400): 
DXV by American Standard, dxv.com. Chair (antique 
milking stool): Catherine Macfee Interior Design, 
macfeedesign.com. BREAKFAST NOOK—Banquette 
(custom); dining-table base (custom): Sierra Vintage, 
sierravintage.net. Banquette seat cushion: Robert Allen, 
robertallendesign.com. Orange quilted pillow fabric: 
Pierre Frey, pierrefrey.com. Bowl under table: antique dough 
bowl. Pears: marble. Vase on table (by Paul Wiseman): 
Catherine Macfee Interior Design, macfeedesign.com. Art,
top left: Lost Art Salon, lostartsalon.com. Hanging light: 
Timpani drum turned into a light.   

Office designer: Erinn Valencich, Erinn V. Design Group, 
and Erinn V. Collection, Los Angeles, California; 310/247-
0021, erinnvdesigngroup.com and erinnv.com. 
PAGES 130–131. Wallpaper (“Sisal” #ZG1120 by Twill): 
through Zoffany, zoffany.com. Trim paint (“Dover White” 
#33-6): Pratt & Lambert, prattandlambert.com. Area rug 
(vintage): Amadi Carpets, amadicarpets.com. Drapery 
(“Cords”/Cotton #EW109-06, By-The-Yard Natural Fabric); 
Roman shades  (“Modern”/custom color, Natural 
Handwoven Tailored-To-Size Colourweave): Hartmann & 
Forbes, hfshades.com. Desk (“Neiman Desk” with “Distressed 
Irish Cream” leather top from Garrett Leather): Erinn V., 
erinnv.com. Desk chair (“Sussex”); daybed (“Hamish 
Daybed”): Oly, olystudio.com. End pillows on daybed 
(“Polka”/Mustard Neutral #130684);  striped pillow (“Zuri”/
Camel, Slate, Ivory #131285); brown pillow (“Osamu”/
Treacle #131441): Harlequin through Zoffany, zoffany.com. 
Sofa end table (“Lauren Side Table” #OC-247): Mario 
Grimaldi Int’l, mgrimaldi.com. Vase on side table (“Sung 
Vase”/White & Gray #R1504WG): Mottahedeh, mottahedeh 
.com. Photo frame (“Dorchester”/Ivory, Medium): Pigeon & 
Poodle, pigeonandpoodle.com. Side chair (“Pasadena 
Chair”/Brushed Brass): Erinn V., erinnv.com. Small gold 
mirror; camel side table: designer’s collection. 

Guest room designer: Nanette Gordon, Nanette Design, 
224 Euclid Ave., San Francisco, CA 94114; 415/699-4687,  
nanettedesign.com.  

PAGE 132. Wall paint (“Chalk Gray” #11-32); trim paint 
(“Super One Coat” #33-2): Pratt & Lambert, prattandlam-
bert.com. Area rug (Nepal hand-knotted rug): Stark, 
starkcarpet.com. Relaxed Roman shade (“Linen Blend”/
Natural); roller shades (“Prince”/Ivory): The Shade Store, 
theshadestore.com. Trim (“Troussay”): Samuel & Sons, 
samuelandsons.com. Hanging lights by bed (“Strada Small 
Pendant” #KW5077, by Kelly Wearstler for Visual Comfort); 
Circa Lighting, circalighting.com. Mirror behind bed 
(“Marcel Mirror without Bevel” #5020): Paul Ferrante, 
paulferrante.com. Headboard fabric (“Giorgio”/Jasper 
#7673/06, by Black Edition); bolster-pillow fabric 
(“Caniche”/Biscotti #Z299/02, by Zinc Textile); chair 
fabric (“Caniche”/Lapis #Z299/02, by Zinc Textile): Romo, 
romo.com. Bed linens, duvet at end of bed (“Gotico”); 
bedspread (“Anais Blanket”/Pearl): Frette, frette.com. 
Bedside tables (“Josephine Metal Top Drink Table” 
#7181-40, PierceMartin Collection): Palecek, palecek.com. 
Chair (“Italian Club Chair”): Coup D’Etat, coupdetatsf.com. 
BUILT-IN SEATING AREA—Wallcovering (“Grass Roots”/
Fuchsia Flashback #3373): Phillip Jeffries, phillipjeffries 
.com. Ceiling paint (“Chalk Gray” #11-32); trim paint 
(“Super One Coat” #33-2); paint on built-in seat (“Delft 
Blue” #24-21): Pratt & Lambert, prattandlambert.com. Seat 
cushion (“Barletta”/Sky #33679.516, by Jonathan Adler): 
Kravet, kravet.com. Pillow (“La Desirade” #F6633-01, by 
Matthew Williamson): Osborne & Little, osborneandlittle 
.com. Throw (cashmere): Restoration Hardware, rh.com. 
Art: by Annie Fountain, anniefountain.com. VIEW TOWARD 

CHAIR—Area rug (Nepal hand-knotted rug): Stark, 
starkcarpet.com. Chair (“Italian Club Chair”): Coup D’Etat, 
coupdetatsf.com. Chair fabric (“Caniche”/Lapis #Z299/02, 
by Zinc Textile): Romo, romo.com. Wire table; chest of 
drawers; “feather” wall hangings: Anthem, anthemsf 
.com. Art to right of chair (Sixth Sense Ayutthaya): by Diane 
Epstein, dianeepsteinphotography.com. 

Main bath designer: Miyuki Yamaguchi, Miyuki Yamaguchi 
Design Studio, 26 Sorrell Court, Napa, CA 94558; 
707/257-7408, miyukiyamaguchi.com.  
PAGE 133. SHOWER AREA—Tile on upper wall in shower 
(“Savoy”/White Gloss 3x6 inches); tile on lower wall 
(“Savoy”/White Gloss 1x2 inches);  baseboard, chair rail, 
crown molding and single bullnose tile (“Savoy”/White 
Gloss); border tile (“Yin + Yang”/Snow Flower, Polished 
 ½x ½-inch square); shower floor (“Yin +Yang”/Bonsai, 
polished ½ x ½-inch square): Crossville Inc, crossvilleinc 
.com. Showerhead (“Traditional 10 Inch Rain Can 
Showerhead”/Polished Chrome #D35700110.100, with 
“Shepherd’s Hook 16 Inch Shower Arm”/Polished Chrome 
#D35701316.100); shower wall valves and personal 
hand shower (“Ashbee Wall Valve Trim with Cross 
Handle”/Polished Chrome #D35101740.100, and “Ashbee 
Personal Shower Set with Hand Shower”/Polished Chrome 
#D35101780.100): DXV by American Standard, dxv.com. 
Hardware on shower door (“CRL Polished Chrome 
Colonial Style Combination 6-inch Pull Handle with 
18-inch Towel Bar” #COL6X18CH): C.R.Laurence Co., 
crlaurence.com. BATHROOM—Wall paint (“Sea Hawk” 
#33-26); ceiling paint (“Chalk Gray” #11-32): Pratt & 
Lambert, prattandlambert.com. Wall tile (“Savoy”/White 
Gloss 1x2 inches); baseboard, chair rail, crown molding, 
and single bullnose tile (“Savoy”/White Gloss); border 
tile (“Yin + Yang”/Snow Flower ½ x ½-inch square); floor 
tile (“Modern Mythology”/Statuary White, Polished, 2x2 
inches, hexagon); floor-tile trim (“Yin +Yang”/Bonsai, 
polished ½ x ½-inch square): Crossville Inc., crossvilleinc.
com. Vanity cabinet and sink (“Oak Hill White Bathroom 
Sink with Vanity”/Canvas White, White Oak #D20155002.415 
and #D19010030.620); faucet (“Oak Hill Wall Mount 
Bathroom Faucet”/Polished Chrome  #D35155450.100); 
towel ring (“Landfair Towel Ring”/Polished Chrome 
#D35107190.100): DXV by American Standard, dxv.com. 
Mirror (“Scallop Edge Mirror” #W3839): Wisteria, wisteria.
com. Small black table (“Wishbone Table”): Corbin Bronze, 
corbinbronze.com. Plate on table (“Simply Fine Chirp 
Plate”): Lenox, lenox.com. Sconces (“Bristol Single Sconce” 
#ARN2022, by Aerin for Visual Comfort); ceiling light 
(“Clark Ceiling Light” #TOB4006, by Thomas O’Brien for 
Visual Comfort): Circa Lighting, circalighting.com. Murals 
behind sconces (custom): Shannon Geis, shannonandco.com. 
Window shade (“Hathaway”/Eggshell #2588): Pindler, 
pindler.com. Valance fabric (“Linen Burlap”/Natural #510, 
Classic Naturals Collection); window-shade and valance 
fabrication: Magnolia Lane, magnolialane.com. Bench 
under window: discontinued. Fabric on bench (“Tulsa”/
Natural #L8990-01, by Larsen): Cowtan & Tout, cowtan.com. 
Black cases (black deed boxes): Sonoma Country Antiques, 
sonomaantiques.com. Art on bench (Wetlands, Huichica 
Preserve, Napa Carneros): by Thomas James Dierkes.  

Master suite designer: Kerrie Kelly, Kerrie Kelly Design 
Lab, 5704 Elvas Ave., Sacramento, CA 95819; 916/706-
2089, kerriekelly.com.  
PAGES 114, 134–135. SEATING AREA—Hanging light (“Allen 
Large Pendant” #RL5082, by Ralph Lauren): Circa Lighting, 

circalighting.com. Jute area rug (“Zira”/Birch #6890): 
Fibreworks, fibreworks.com. Hide area rug: IKEA, ikea 
.com. Blue chairs (“Mannerly Chair” #P610); chair fabric 
(“Bay City”/Indigo); ottoman (“Dexter” #80 C); ottoman 
fabric (“Lido”/Indigo); chair-and-ottoman trim 
(“Citation Vintage Leather”); small table to left of blue 
chair (“Brightspot Hex Spot Table” #P5410); white chest 
to right of blue chair (“Habitat Trunk”/White Herringbone 
#5406-20T): Wesley Hall, wesleyhall.com. Pillows on 
chairs (“Mod Monet,” custom): Kerrie Kelly Design Lab, 
kerriekelly.com. Dog ice bucket (“Ken Fulk Retriever Ice 
Bucket”); lamp on bar cart (“Equestrian Table Lamp,” with 
linen shade): Pottery Barn, potterybarn.com. Bar cart 
(“Normandy Bar Cart”/Gold #NOR-325-808-TB): 
Bungalow 5, bungalow5.com. Glassware on bar cart 
(“Marchesa Imperial Caviar Highball Glasses,” and 
“Marchesa Imperial Caviar DOF Glasses”): Lenox, lenox.
com. BEDROOM—Wall and ceiling paint (“Mirage Gray” 
#28-31): Pratt & Lambert, prattandlambert.com. 
Chandelier (“Mill Ceiling Light” #ARN5002, by Aerin for 
Visual Comfort); sconces flanking bed (“Charlton Wall 
Light” #ARN2006, by Aerin for Visual Comfort): Circa 
Lighting, circalighting.com. Drapery (“Oui Madame,” 
custom): Kerrie Kelly Design lab, kerriekelly.com. Drapery 
hardware (“Estate Metal,” Trenton Brass Collection): 
Restoration Hardware, rh.com. Area rug (“Naga” #CKV04, 
Chaos Theory by Kavi): Japur Living, jaipurliving.com. Bed 
(“Phanes” #201): Wesley Hall, wesleyhall.com. Headboard 
fabric (“Déjà Vu,” custom); striped pillow shams (“La 
Bonne Fête,” custom); bolster-pillow fabric (“Bastille My 
Heart,” custom): Kerrie Kelly Design Lab, kerriekelly.com. 
Sheets and pillowcases (“Italian Double Border Sateen”/
Navy): Restoration Hardware, rh.com. Throw (“The 
Lindsay Forever Blanket”): Swell Forever, swellforever.
com. Bedside table (“D’Ambrosio Side Table”): Tritter 
Feefer, tritter feefer.com. Side-table paint (“Naval” #SW 
6244): Sherwin-Williams, sherwin-williams.com. Shoe 
forms on table (vintage): Sonoma Country Antiques, 
sonomaantiques.com. Seat-cushion on built-in bench 
(“Solid Navy,” custom); lumbar pillow on bench 
((“Bonjour Bambi,” custom); striped pillow on bench 
(“La Bonne Fête,” custom); rose-colored pillow 
(“Bastille My Heart,” custom); geometric pillow (“Carte 
Blanche,” custom): Kerrie Kelly Design Lab, kerriekelly.
com. Art above bench (by Kelly O’Neal): Design Legacy 
by Kelly O’Neal, koneal.com.  

Master closet designer: Lizette Marie Bruckstein, Lizette 
Marie Interior Design, 360 Langton St., Suite 300, San 
Francisco, CA 94103; 415/523-0131, lminteriordesign.com.  
PAGE 135. Wall and ceiling paint (“African Night” 
#32-18): Pratt & Lambert, prattandlambert.com. Hanging 
light (“Flute Chandelier”): Viz Glass Inc., vizartglass.com. 
Area rug (“Serpent,” by Kelly Wearstler): The Rug 
Company, therugcompany.com. Wing chair (“Aland” 
#JDM-1.029): Jean De Merry, jeandemerry.com. Art to 
right of chair (Bimbos): by Danielle Mourning, danielle-
mourning.com. Table base (“Naomi” #4051): Arteriors, 
arteriorshome.com. Table top (custom): Paige Glass, 
paigeglass.com. Candles (“Gilded Decay” by Lizette 
Marie): Lizette Marie Interior Design, lminteriordesign 
.com. Copper clothing rack (custom): TNT Copper 
Fabrication, tntcopper.com.  

Master bathroom designer: Leslie Kalish, Gayle 
Leksan, LMK Interiors, 1009 Oak Hill Rd., Suite 301, 
Lafayette, CA 94549; 935/962-9610, lmkinteriors.com.  
PAGE 135. Wall paint (“Muffin Tan” #33-27); ceiling 
paint (“Super One Coat” #33-2): Pratt & Lambert, 
prattandlambert.com. Tile behind bathtub (stick 
mosaic); flooring: existing. Area rug (cowhide): The Hide 
House, hidehousecom. Bathtub (“St. George Freestanding 
Soaking Tub” #D62745004); bath fixtures (“Transitional 
Floor Mount Bathtub Faucet with Randall Cross Handles” 
#D35102954): DXV by American Standard, dxv.com. Art 
(by Rob Delamater): Lost Art Salon, lostartsalon.com. 
Stool beside tub (“Luna Ottoman”/Bleached Woven 
Raffia): Made Goods, madegoods.com. 

Backyard patio designer: Bryan Tapper, Bryan Douglas 
Tapper, 1524 Ash St., Napa, CA 94559; 707/320-3500.  
PAGE 134. Dining table (“All-Weather Miami Rectangular 
Dining Table” #S601702); dining chairs (“All-Weather 
Pacific Dining Side Chairs” #S602511); console table 
(“Montecito”/Coffee #S511231); sofa (“Montecito”/Coffee 
#S511081); chairs by sofa (“All-Weather Sheridan Dining 
Arm Chair”/Coffee #S603501): Woodard, woodard-furni-
ture.com. Coffee table (“Bornova” #ME005); mirror 
(“Jill Mirror” #WN006): Ballard Designs, ballarddesigns 
.com. Standing lanterns (“Governor Pool House 
Lantern”): Bevolo Gas & Electric Lights, bevolo.com. +   
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PROMOTION

OUR FAVORITE EVENTS, PRODUCTS + PROMOTIONS

DESIGN FILE

Blue Pheasant   
Blue Pheasant is a tabletop wholesale 
line that’s all about gathering, creating 
a meal, and setting a table as eclectic 
as the people who’ll be seated there. 
Each collection is made to be mixed and 
matched—patterns on patterns, color on 
color, unexpected pieces that fall perfectly 
into place, time and time again. 

bluepheasant.com

DISCOVER ADAC
On the Edge |  September 26 – 29, 2016

Strike the balance between tradition 
and trend, established brands and 
new talents, and experience the future 
of interiors at the Southeast’s premier 
design center. Gain new perspectives 
from visionary designers, manufacturers, 
and editors pushing the boundaries of 
their craft to remain on the edge.  

Registration now open at  
adacatlanta.com/discoveradac.

Napa Valley Film Festival
November 9-13, 2016

The ultimate celebration of film, food 
and wine, the Napa Valley Film Festival 
(NVFF) lights up Napa, Yountville, 
St. Helena and Calistoga November 
9-13. NVFF features over 120 new 
independent films and studio sneak 
previews, 300 filmmakers at Q&As, 
industry panels, wine tastings, culinary 
demos, winemaker dinners, the red 
carpet Festival Gala, Celebrity Tributes, 
Awards Ceremonies, VIP parties and 
more. 

Visit www.nvff.org and use code 
TRADHOME for $50 off Passes now!

Every Great Artist 
Deserves a Bigger 
Canvas
Devout cooks and avid entertainers 
will revel in the cutting-edge innovation, 
personalization and exceptional 
versatility of our new 60-inch ranges.

With customizable configurations, 
brimming with possibilities, the kitchen
of your dreams is well within range.

thermador.com/60-inch-range

LuxeHome: Walk Right In 

LuxeHome is the world’s largest collection  
of premier boutiques for home building  
and renovation, located on the first floor  
of the Merchandise Mart in downtown 
Chicago. LuxeHome offers discerning 
homeowners and trade professionals  
one-stop-shopping convenience with  
access to the finest kitchen, bath, tile, 
lighting, cabinetry, appliances, flooring, 
windows and doors, custom window 
treatments, paint, hardware, and much 
more, six days a week.

Visit luxehome.com or call the 
LuxeHome Concierge at 312.527.7939. 

75 Years of Savings
GEICO has been saving people money  
on car insurance for more than 75 years, 
and we’d love to do the same for you. 
Get a FREE quote at geico.com,  
call 1-800-947-AUTO (2886) or your 
local office.

geico.com

Some discounts, coverages, payment plans and 
features are not available in all states or in all GEICO 
companies. See geico.com for more details. GEICO 
and Affiliates. Washington DC 20076. © 2016.
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Rachel Roy
Designer, philanthropist, entrepreneur,  

and member of the Council of Fashion 

Designers of America
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Hometown Monterey, California

Let there be light “My family home is light, 

warm, and comfortable with a clean 

palette to tell the stories of adventures 

my girls and I have been on and what 

inspires us. Natural light has always been 

a deal breaker for me. No natural light,  

no deal, no matter the location!”

Treasured trinkets “We collect pieces from 

our travels—a sculpture made of discards 

from Haiti, pottery from India, shells 

from beaches in Mexico and beyond.”

Back to basics “How you dress is how 

you present yourself to the world,  

so I think clothing choices should 

embody every individual’s character, 

echo their ambitions, and encourage 

them to live their best lives. For women, 

invest in basics that can last you a 

lifetime—a double-breasted blazer, a 

pair of wide-leg trousers, a great little 

black dress. These can be the foundation 

of your wardrobe; you build from there.”

Philanthropy comes first “I’m passionate 

about creating opportunities for women 

and children who are in need of a voice. 

Kindness is Always Fashionable helps us 

create jobs for women artisans around 

the world. I truly believe through 

employment, you can find your voice 

and better your circumstances.”

I am Trad “I believe in the classics. I value 

the stories of the past and how they can/

do continue to inform the present and 

the future. And simple strong lines are, 

most always, the best.” +

TO ME, CLASSIC DESIGN MEANS ELEGANCE AND QUALITY—STYLES  
THAT BOOST CONFIDENCE AND ENCOURAGE WOMEN  

TO TAKE CONTROL OVER THE LIVES THEY WISH TO LEAD.

PRODUCED BY CATHY WHITLOCK 

PHOTOGRAPH BY ELIZABETH LIPPMAN
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YO U R  H O M E  S AY S  A  LOT  A B O U T  YO U .

W E ’ R E  H E R E  TO  L I S T E N .

FergusonShowrooms.com
©2016 Ferguson Enterprises, Inc.  0716  232709

Your home is a refl ection of you. Ferguson’s product experts are here to listen to every detail of your 

vision, and we’ll work alongside you and your designer, builder or remodeler to bring it to life.  Our 

product experts will help you fi nd the perfect products from the fi nest bath, kitchen and lighting brands 

in the world.  Request an appointment with your own personal Ferguson product expert and let us 

discover the possibilities for your next project.  

Grandera®
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